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RED UIVEH, TAOS COUNTY, NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY,

iv, Npw Mtxlcs. and the rest Inot agent (d
TKRHiniRY OF NI2 V MKYICO.
Msuby.
ukaH thvreuf in Artlur
OIVICKOK THE HECHE IAKY.
Article VII.
Tne county or conntiaii i i the Territory
i:iti IPICATE OK OdWP&tUSOW.
I, J. W. Katnoli.s. eacrntry of tbs "f Ne v MX' whete the bu(ne3 Is lo bp
Territory of Sow MrxL-o- , do tatreuy oern- - e " r,e ' 0, ' 'be county of Tabs u taid
OTJI,
fy that ther. win Hl.d for rxcord In till
Articla VI II.
office at Two o'lilack P. M.,on the Tweuty-fonrt- h
The number coustilutu.g tbe Pnard of
ilay of Hay A. I). 19
l)
e'et
,r
i
who shall niuriaiiH the affairs of
ARTICLES OF I N CO K POIl.S T I O V
Hie compauy X Jr the flrt tlir.e month of
ejttstence shall be live ft
THE TAOS VALLEY LAND COM its corporate
:b ir
ard, Napoleon B. f.ingliliu
nii
PANT.
8 n (fit. Sew Mrv'co, Ar'hur K. Manby,
mm.
so.
'i .us. N 'w Mrxieo. K Iw n O. Pj'.t r,
and alio, that I bave compared the Mlow-in- g
Uinneeola, Scbuyler S. Olds,
copy sf the i
wilt, ibe original LiiiiBi g, Michigan,
aud Jei;e B. Levy,
thereof now on flic, and aealnre it to be a K.is.n City, Mo.
cornet transcript tbarufroui and of the
Article IX.
whole tbereo''.
Trie term of existence of thbi corporaG yen un Ur my hand and the Great Heal tion l lbs period of tlfty years.
of the Tercil.irr uf Mew
at tbe
at
witness wukhidi', we have hereunto
City of Heuta Pa, the Capital, on this 2 Mi
our bands and soals this twenty fou rtb
sei
day or Uay A. U. lgoiduy .,i April, A. D. 19o6.
(Heal) J. W. K.ynul.tii
t
ini-uS.'hnyler 8. Olds
L. 8.
Sdeietary tf New Mexioa.
iN ipoleou o. l.augbliu
L. S.
op
a
vi i un of
.articles
Artbur H. aiauby
L. H.
taos Valley la;;u cuupany. j
K4wiu Q. Potter
L. 8.
i

and also, that I have compared tho following copy of the .iame, with the orig
Inal thereof now m file, and declare it
to be a orrect t: .nscripttherefrom and
of tbe whole ttteraof,
(JiTtn under ::iy hand and the (Ireat
eal of the Territory of New Mexico, at
the City of Sent i Ve, the Cipital, m
IT.
A
t) '. 'Ill, ,j..r, nf lau n..
1..UL
-.
wi. ii, .w.
vi
J. W. Rav.nh.lu ,
B eere! iry of New Mexico,
1m the matter if the oqranjjaattofl
of
the T. me Valley l.und Coinpauy, eiMiO
ty of Taoe Rnd territory of New Mexico.
U K, Tin: UN DE G8J0N R D, Iliivioe
orgauiied n corpurtili. n uu'Ver tlie provisions of Cnapter 7i),of tbe Puhlic Aets
of 1905 of the Territory of New Mex ico
entitled "Tin Act to rrgulate the formation and government uf corporations
for mining, mannf nc'tirtng, industrial
and 01 her pursuits (',. B. No. 88, approv-
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June

On this 1th day of May, A. 11. i'JOB,
before me a Notary Public in and foi
said county, personally appeared Kd tn
G. Potter.known to me to be thepersou
named in and who executed the foregoing IOBtrument, and severally acjiuow
ledged that he executed the same freely
end for the intents and purposes
there
W
.
iu- uiciuineu
(8igued) Edwin (i. Potter
.sworn Id mid
hafoM rna
this J Jth day of May.A D. 1U05,
Olgned) CJintou M. Odull
(Seal)
Notary Public, Xlennepin
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Quenta, was placed in irood repair nry or oot? nfy jail for
uro- li.it
toon
tliev Were XfO jenrtl, J he raml iui
as
l)y
v"';'''
''U!
21
of
ttonsiot
e.ected
they
tlieir
forgot
ficrboiiK, 12 of whom are iioe-HrNow, when w lmva to fiutl
promiMjf,
nil iinlili'tnrnit.
TIih petit
thjj protnleea of .help from the fory pu in abfajl itoneist of 24 per
I)enver & Rio Grande railroad eo.iH.
Mi4;y fjffmetng

to fnrnieli

two-tlii- ii

S ssion

L,as of

190

il.e money to build a tu listen tin
A
Iktinif Distrib il id.
" wagon foad from Red Kiver toj 111" Sv.vi... !.;uVs enacted by
Legislative As-Questa hut tlie coiniin'esioners d0!'t,,e
Couuiy, Minnesota.
(hinted 1y the
hern
haw
Commission expiree September 25 nOt Seeill tO fn'Lnnvj intaeoct
...
v
r.
190D.
ft'.'
.
.
v, 4l, T
vuiuuauv
t toe comniitsionerg
the affaif. If
,
ENDORSED: No. 3989, Cor. Rec'd.
me
in
iwuxusi: laugiiaije ana ae- Vol. fi J'age.iiH CEUTFICATE OF would appoint a live man for over- lu ered to the Secretary of the
TY
TAOS
seer who wonfM look after the roads Territory.
That ofliciaf is now
COMPANY. FILED in
busy
(Ju:in to
who
Distributing
and,
one
would let the men
ollice of Secretary of New Mexico, May
ed March 15, 1005," to he Known aiThn
24. 1906,2 p. m.
xiiid
county oifccials and to
work undef a man appointed bv
Taos Vahey Land Company, and being
the
J. W. RAYN0LD8, Secretary.
all snlh who ate einuled to them
a!l the stiokhoHert in sa'd
!'., rn
the Rio Grande railroad people to
owning and controlling all of ita eapl-11. Lovy
New Mexican.
Wi Tmc Unaa5!ii.vri, UdnliinK to
b. 8.
look after tho construction of the
stoflr, do hereby make, execute end
IncorporatKil under ibe i"
of Bttite of Missouri
Chapter 79, of th- Public Act of 1'JiS, of C u y of Jackson ss.
adopt tbe following ceriillcale,
road. It is hoped that the county Railroad to Uiiild West From
u ioi. Tblrteentu duy of May, A. D.
(be Territory of. Kew Mexico, eutitled "An
Offical Directory.
No incorporator o t the Taos Vaffej
Moo,
bblor me prreonally appeared Jesse liand Gomoeny, or
commissioners
will be equnl to tho
Act to regulate Ibe fomiMiou and governDawson, Colfax County.
holder of this (took
ment of oerporations for mining, uimu B. Levy, to me kluwn to ue tbe person
iu the first instance or at any time
emergency
and
with
the Rio
join
The Denver Post claims that
NEW MEXICO.
in and who exacutedibe furegoing
facturing. industrial and other pursuiti,"
thereafter, shall in iiy wny or nnsnner
Philps-Dodg- e
approver! Uarc.li l. 19 .5, do hereby make, Witruueat.dAll ackuowUdged tbe same
the
W
pee
H.
Grande
smelter syndipeople
and
that
a
good
Andrews
Delegate
to
Congress.
be held liable as such stockholder on acxeule and adopt the following Articles ul bi lie., ai.i. aud deed.
M.A.Otero
cate
count,
who
has
lately
obtained
I
of
of
Governor.
the
iijHiier
the
I
stock
of
I'istlmyay
said
is
nave
Whereof,
road
beraunto
constructed down Red
Association, it
Secretarv
set my hind and alfl.s'jd my nlllcial seal at company lo nnv nersnn or persons or to J. W. Ilaynold
of the railroad running into
Arttcl I.
A. L. Morrison
tuy ltlc i in Kausas C ty tbu duy aud yar any other incorporate. company whethInternal Revenue Col. River Canon.
Tho name
by ibis corporation
Dawson, Colfax County, will exM. O..LIeaellyn
Surveyor General
er domestic or foreign.
and by in. U slmll be known in law Is tlrst li sVfJ wi men.
VV. I'iit;hurd
George
!iy leini expires
the line west from that point
tend
pt. 2Sib 19.tl
The Taos Valley Land C unpen) .
v
This certilioate is made and intended
Att Genera!.
THE NEW JORY LAW.
8 .mm
Juhn It. McPebrsou
CM.Foraker
U.
to.rne.et
S.
Marahi.i
2.T
going
requiiement
of
through northern Taos
lie
reclion
Article II.
t
Notary Publio lo and for of
I8.ij
M.R.Otero
Register Land Qilice.
The late legislature of this terri- County and tap the co;il and fruit
Act to provide for the
Ibis corporation is orgunlzed for the
Jackson C'juuty, Musiurl.
Receiver Land Ollic". tory passed a new jury law which
ft
To uurcbnse, faille,
of stockholders under sail Act Fred Muller
Btll of
s.'ction around FttfnringtQ!!. This
hlgiu
II. II
improve ;u culi vale mils, to ei oct
to
bur
any
District Att. hns thei following
cl
or
and
iini
ciiims
ruainst
li, ,iii J HH,
J
l. 11
provisions:
lltratn
am! lo make all other lni;.n,v. menu
lladley
Sup
will bring Red River near that
crublcjuslruclion.'
on
the
stockholders
ground
of
U . ibis twenty lour. b day of Apnlr19oS,
The act exempts from jury duty
I. U. Vtvighn
which will facilitate i.ud
peerimu to belcr in s a If Ota I y Public in aud for said
in full lor sain s'nek hy the
Treasurt,
line if not one of its be-- t station
tbe fui p te tor wbi, n Una uorjporatiota is o umi, personally
ltico' poraViri at the time of the or- W.G. Sargent
Vndltor all government, territorial, district between Daw
uppeurel Schuyler 8.
son and Fai niiagton.
orgauize l'l:. toeTeiritury of cw UezloQ. U d ,u
..ivu to me to be one of the persons ganization of this eornpa-iv- ,
Trayeiiug twltto'r and county afEciftls, practicing
an to bar Oiias. V Safurd
To deai in laid lands, buying and selling in in
Page
B. Otero Gme iiwi Fish Warden. physicians, attorneys at, law, minand who exjeuted tba for 'going any claim that s lid stock whfn issued
leatini: ai d mortgaging tbe sauii'. end es- Ibatl
A J5ad Scire.
liuirni, and acknosvledged that be
A. A. Keen Commissioner of Public
was not fully psid .and
pecially placing thereon, breeding and
isters of the gospel, professors nntl
ibe same freely for tbe intents and
Home flnv Jfon will cot a bad scare
W1TMESS our hands and seals this Lands.
dealing tu all kimls of ve ttock, including purpose
u mentioued.
in
U. O. BucAom
s,
Superintendent ot teachers and all persons over 60 when yon feel a pain in your
day nf ApHI.A. D. T05.
bones, cuttle, xoats, ebeep aud nogs, rais- Scnuyler S. Olds.
vears of aye and less than 21 years
Penitentiary.
ing aud selling of agricultural products, rjwui Sined;
Scliuyler
(Signed)
.S. Olds
Ileitis, flifty
and fenr upp-oL'
S.J
ii
I
Subscribed
mo
efure
this
,, .... .
.
tn urn i.ii,I - ,,,,,,
Napolt,on
Cnitf justice Supreme old. Three jury commissioners. lies in Dr. Kinu's K
Life Pills, a
Laughlin L, S.) W. J. Mills
'"VJ "
WtT"r aith u.y of April, A. I), lllj
nuu iu unionize me suiuc,
L. S.l Court.
Artbur B. Manby
and sto- S lleUj 1'. J. Hopkins
nlinll sure C11re.
two
not
of
whom
more
than
and for said pum m) to lei d or borrow
John R. McFie
Fxlwln 0. Pttex
Saal
.lurtge. oelnnu; tn the same political party, Lmuch diaenaea, such as hwadacho,
District
L.S.
Notary Public, Ingham
loo t f money, to lay out towns aud cities,
butonaoeps, coativeneaa, ete. Guar- County, Michigan,
Jesse B, Levy
District Attorney,
(L, S. E. C. Abbott
and to" uruish bouses, maoulactories and
Hlmll be nprwinted by the dlatrict anteed at F. C. Stevens'
My J limn salon expires Feb. '27, I9j6.
A. M. Bergere
sr.
State of Missouri
store.
D ItrUt OlerS
Other bull lings, ami to bell, assign, or
County pf .lack.
jiidiro to serve tw lye mm, ths This'
dispose of the esme. To uarry on Territory of New Mexico!
TAOS OOUNTY.
U.'iiuiv of Ssnta Fe.
On this Tiiirteenta r'ayofMay, A' 1)
shall select 300 nmnos' Death Sentence for the
,
and aouduol any trade, businesM,
On ibis .cond.day of May, 10oS, before 11)05, before me l eieoually a pj eared Ail. x. (iusiln
t
or
stores ou sail property, me, a Notary
shops
persons
of
qualified
to serve n.s
I
Manuel
("hacon
C inimlssioueis
Public In and for said c.iuuty Jesse H. Levy, to me known to be the
Slaycr of John Fox.
and to pnrobase aud sell articles uud etfe jts pe1! sonu,!iy
.lose a. Li. pun
)
jurors,
lo
eipia!
appeared
at
Napoleon
or
leist
person
In
decsri
bed
and who executed. lose M.
Of ever.
ciiplion. To build aud use
Meili m
After a three days trial Joseph
'I'leasurrer of the voting poonlation as slnuvn
ibe person mimed tbe forttfotilg
tram ways, roads aud streets for i'.s own in known to me to be
instrument mid acl.
Bnriqn Gonzales
and phbsxaoat il lb- - rnr.golail
Recorder by the last preceding
who deliberately walked
use aud benebl, also walls and
Johnson
ledged thH aaine as htB tree t oinl deed.
registatiou.
H(
Daniel S f neins
uck.iow.et gad that lie
8 ip't of School.--,
a the property ot the coiupuu,.' for us own
I'1hi iin ttiv Wher.'-ih.M.
hua
- into the ppstoffice ;il Trinida I, on
of
namaa
tvanslh hniv, i r .ely and for ibe luttuts and
The
these
shall
be
use ami nem li. ; to mine lor ibe prec'ous
Probate Judtfe
untaait RDM tid n littbted ray uileM MWri
isreia uuntiooed.
cribed bv rhei clerk of the district Lthe eights f last April, and killed
or baser metals, or any other mineral-- , pin post
Tdohm
;
seal
K
Ilivea
my
at
ollice
iv
City, tbd ilay
iiia
in
i: u. nil. B. Lauglhin.
I8t,std)
Assessor.
ores, oo tlx, salts or earth, or to amalgacourl seoaratidy upou dllpa pt white John Fox, a prominent citizen
Silvlauo Lucrfro
Baforu o jud subscribed before me this aud year first abo.o arritteni
aim rill
mate wub any olber cjn' any, dome-tior 2ml uay ..f Mnv, A. D. ldoft.
paper and slnll ha placed in a!and Deuoeratic politition
(Signed
E.
of
John
MoPlienvra
forelgu, orgaalaad for auy oi the object
8lmrl Uichard H. Hanna
1p"'t'.v constructed of glass Southern Colorado, ended in a
ISenj
No.ary Public .iu atti
abovo apeiitled; to creuie and Issue bjuds
Notaiv Public, Sinta Kj for Jackson Oohnt?, Ml$onri,
'igo's-nninf vi,.(lict i
eecured by mortgage on auy prop rty of
will go down in ami ftunishe.l by the board
the first degree
C lll'tv. Mew lei.".
Ue
My lerin expires is pt.;'.,stbi.90p.
be com any In wbi luor in par , und il
--Co umtaalcn
"
i
May 31, IlioB.
'" defendant's Atto.nev tried to
liistory with the names pf such
of ilia ame for Hie puipuse ul luisinx
State of Michigan t as.
oe tol'ti'il so as to time the name
County v Inglirthi
r, upou nmuuding its uniclcs to Trrrl'orv 'V Vw.Mexlc
none
men as Nelson, Farragut, Lawrence
prove insanity but tbe jury after
n huh Ke
County
j hs.
On Ibbj twent-thereon. Not les than ten daya
day of April,
Issue pi' f rrniafocL for th object snl
nirth
IHl tii vp;omi day of May A. U. lf5,
purposes lor which :h Is com jauy is orga1905, before me a Nolaiyv I'ublic in aud Dewey and a few other
naval nor more than thity days before hearing the testimony, did not
bei ne mo No urv Publis in and fur said
nized.
sell and cuuvey any portion or
for
said
Monty, personally appeared heroes.
the first day of r.ny term of court, take that view of the cvse, a::d
county, pawn ally appeared Arthur K.
portions uf the real and permudl property
Schuyler t, Olds, knownto ,pie lo be one
Maoliy, ktmwq io mi to be one of the perit shall tie tlif. rtotjr ot the ijmftfn brought j,; a verdict as above
uauy, ami to purcli ie I u . urn
of th"
of the per.M.i.s in anil who executed the
son named in and who eivcuted the
stated.
estate tnr V pbipoaa iifi rouald.
peison
t.
in t
nd acknow edg
The Ohio rtapablitiana in state with the assist anra tit the elerk, anil
snd
that lor ego. ntr uiatruiuei:
r.n.slll.
ill ti preseiici. of iii
n
d that tie .uvireii tne Sutuejieoiy tor
i.
i.,
throe
'thaaaujrl
iv
th
nl
Tl en.l.
tOf
ntucg ,(' it,'
l'M It
DECOR AT V
convention last week, ia no uncer- citizens, to draw n sul'ii'Meiice numPAY.
ti I'm
the inUiila ami I'lilp nea therein
"
itf 'nti
ia''
con Ol'i.
lief t,y uigali zed,
lb.' .bin
'.! "If
A lb,,- l. Maiii v
tain
f O.ie i.i ii jii tl,QU
terms
I') .joliuiv and tue
endorsed
of
to
namee
ber
a
constitute
President
grant!
,. ,i
r
an'lb
b. fi re Ma tb.s
(J0fVl) Se'nivli-- if, Olils
EM K er, X. M.,
numb r of
thereof ia Ung Million Und day i ,'
ol
It) :,.
DM.ufti tu .tiiu si i.orii.eii ti 'fnee uie Roosevelt's policy, ilemnndin ft hat jury and a aHBienl HUMltiar
.. .
'v.
(l,t04,00 i) skare of the par value of Oae
M .y
Uneti It
tr. fjowa'ttll
pe it Jorv 'ae
li. Hrn
H1.M li 'I "f ! r,. A !..V.H.
(l.OU) u. ur eaub, whioh when
.... snail
all classes obey the laws of the laud "itrpn
M
(Sin)
n iota l"e
a'
pkil
il!liei
Public,
.I.
1.
irv
ka lully paid and
attoa Day
'unty, New "axi"".
I HjtJ
.ry i'obli , Ihanm
Ariiole IV.
.111 tin. I, it
tin-- .
Hie .'iui r id
K';
(' niiii'M on expires May HI, lftu
Unite
it
States, a
.C unity Michigan.
Tha amoiMit of ca.b actually paid iu on
.
News same frnrja Waahlnfrtop were drtwn. If a peraon in.' .inn), f, jpf lls "0 I 'eis"' with two of
My comnvhNi.iu uxpires
L'7, 1906.
th.oapn.1 '. uctis nothing, and Ibe cash Ooum v of lleunenir. '(..
Territory of New Mexico i.
Talue t u propartf reel and personal
On ill Is
r$q. thftWiers' wives and a number
li day
that th8ei.ate coinmitteo uppuint-e- I0rt m serve or of
f May, A. I), llloo, be- Ciuuty
of Santa fj
"
.i.i cue cotporatl n oonteiuppra-at-uteriii upm. th Ha:.
fore. t,: u N itarv Public in and for aald
,.;..,.. bdi s and th- - children of
On this 2 id- - djy of May,
with its orguulzitiou is tbe suui of oouny.
o')5,
be
tOi.investigato railroad rebates, indue may cauae
tierstinelly appeared Kdwin O. fore me a Noutry
ike umu iti .. i&to IC'.ver,
in am. for said
,101,000 dolais.
iOaa Mil inn
Todedown in the cem- Potter k own t me to be the person nam- county, prfisoneliy I'ublic
uppeared
Napoleon have adjourned and their report witli'lrawii froni Hie list.
lieAs tide V.
ed in ami whoeveMiteti the forego'ug
U v lo .1. cerate the rrravcn of the
,. ,
B. Laughlin, kuuwu to rpe to be one of
will he iu the nature of a
and severally acknowledged the persons in and wlu; executed
tbe
u d tbe sani
that h
" tmmnn
freely am! fr foregoing Instrument, anii
at me libui
tue'
acknowledg
for the railroads, Jf thii is hy any tdi'zeii
the lnifta uud purroses therein motionWpll suppiieit wi'.n ilowers
rVerr
UV my lA .ao:: :nti ivsirawing
i.r
ed
he
that
execu
ed
the
dame frerlr
ed.
enen
Kdwin Q. Potter.
nuturheTofbeantiful ureathea
and fur the intents and puiiuis.es. itwretO tuie they will hear something fall ed in anv uii.itnu at tlie tkaa id tie8w..ru io f.d snli. crihsd "hef ore me
O
I
drawing
bv
V. QJa II a Nn'ery Public this uth day tlHU.IOIK d.
ur
each "rave was dttlv vemem-i- d
1.
inier.
some of those days.
and
'ur;
j:;ii!ii
people
iMgued) Napoleon B. Laughlin
li
of M
A.
(0 ft.
eivj!
uiiy
or
Uj.tcI,
in
tmt one beie" left out.
c'fiinal
,u
a
are in hearty syinpuhy wit: tho
oiu to and snuscribel b ra ui
in. m.i m. iin
peu.Vng
-j
mbe
lu.eui.l
tj
cmtri
M
Ibis
2nd
day of
A. D IliuS
Aim the trraves were decorated.
(4lr(f) Noliry Public, H"i;r,piu I' muty
ta
re.SHiCti on that turstioii anil lUveatigatRd
any g'.uRI .'u y. Auylrf,. .... ;,.r w:fi, .1- ,M iuuo.oia,
to
(Signed; Btchaid II lluuua
vs iiv.
' IIVV
UL
.
f'O'iiml 'n evt.'-e..I lls ... .... o.ut.-iKepteniher '2S b,.l!)o!l.
newr 110 telH.-AuU'y I'ublic Santa rei-"-i
tin till it
laai
...iurawi.;ti.n
r,ul"J,IJI
present
K.N
sang,
QH81j "
"Nearer
My
Coau-yiftVNiM.
Rue'd.
Nnv Mexico.
Ct.
tu n aiDittHf
manner.
Separate Cod to Thee,"
settled right.
,;r
Vo'. ft
AKTIOI,RS OK
'.iwuiitjHion expiri S May ijlsl J0ft
alter which I read
vhfela
ti.JA.ii
t hoc (if - BE
a
uiu 10 be kepi lor a C'hapcor
'fa oh vai.1 ky
c
Xew
..ssTn
Mexico
mzi
from
:.
the Bible, Js. 2,
I AN:i.
T
I'OA p M'- F
'
I'n
ui of United Htafa ju
(!ouutv uf .Santa Fn
a
to
,lJ'"1 Ihw '" ''' W,
'
VilMu ).i
prayer
of
and
some
ot New
n"w
ar:
innte
day
On
this second
of M.y A Dy IW
uy
A
iiouo.-i- l
Mexico.
iv If ltl'.V 1 u. ra,
W
markes,
me
a
hynni,
.Notary
another
before
Ue
I'ultlto
tor
.wjme
iu
iin
ho
01
section
terrilpry
- e ata u.iuti uifudahali
but
a
j
J. W. UaVWOfspS, Scretary.
h.i
couni
1). tiidic
nppn.i . u f ...
5
Vou,"
and
then
a
t.,
ba
fund.
c
the
The
utiarittfi
a failure when H eouieii to
curt
TI. U 1'Olj Y OF NEW UF.XICO. K. Manby, known tu me 10 ua una of
a;
juduo si d. t.pi.oiUi.u the autnes to tion.
persons
aud
iu
tbe
h'ed.iiiver.
The
load
from
.bo
OTriCE
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Opium Is declared to bp a cure for
consumption. The cure is worse than

the disease.

That theory about the ingratitude of
republics seems to break down In the
case of John Paul Jones.
It would be Interesting now to hear
ftom Susan B. Anthony whether a
man can dress on $65 a year.
China and Oreat Britain have agreed
on the Thibetan question. Whether
the Thibetans agree doesn't matter.

If Prof. Osier really thinks a man Is
no good after he is sixty, he might try
to beat Uncle Russell Sage on a stock-deal-.

The duke of Manchester says he
means to spend a year or more In
learning the railway business. So
long?

Premier Balfour is reported to be
taking a cheerful view of things in
England. The golf season is about to

open up.

The critic who complains of the poor
quality of fiction published In this
country must have overlooked the Congressional Record.
Yes. golf will put you right. But If
there is always the
woodpile. Make it our woodpile and
we'll lend you an ax.

for any reason

The Philadelphia Inquirer speaks
seriously of the duties of "planting
trees." The editor must have taken
bis flannels off too soon.

Miss Pastor has been introduced to
polite society and she "never batted
an eye." Surely she Is of the stuff of
which heroines are made.
Swell dinners as advertisements are
not likely to be popular hereafter with
life insurance directors. Printer's ink
is cheaper and smells better.

Two "Scoops."
FAULTS OF THE MISTRESS.
The passion for exclusive Information among Journalists on this and the Not Always as Considerate as 8he
other side of tb3 Atlantic is amusingly
Might Be.
satirized by a French Journal. It procapable
The
mistress Is generally
fesses to have extracted from an English contemporary this editorial note: the most considerate, and there Is no
"We were the first to announce on the question but that she Is the strongest
In the production of whatever
"ith inst. the news of the battle of Q . factor
Wo are now the first to inform out good service is given In the household
writes Jane Seymour Kllnk, In
rtaders that the report Is absolutely
the Atlantic. Nevertheless, she Is
devoid of foundation!" English
sometimes inconsiderate, and in this
way: She can "turn off work" so
quickly herself that she often forgets
Recreation.
others have not the same faculty.
Recreation should promote content- Girls In a new place are often
ment. But recreation has Its dangers.
because they are so nervously
If taken In proper proportion it conanxious to please. A capable mistress,
duces to the charm of life. Taken In Impatient because things are not movundue amounts It satiates. Man was ing so rapidly as she knows they can
made to work and to give his mind to move, does not always give a maid
high things. That Is the reason of his
the two weeks' trial, by which she
existence. Pastimes are simply
could do herself justice. Again, the
in their plaee they are capable
mistress comes Into the kitchessential, but out of place they are de- en to make
a cake. Everything Is
bilitating. Exchange.
ready to her hand, and she whisks
up the cake In a few minutes, telling
Uncle Sam Wanted That Cent.
Jane to bake it carefully. She goes
J. W. Gilstrap and W. J. Clutch of up stairs and contrasts her quickness
Woodstock have been notified by the with Jane's slowness, forgetting that
government of the United States that she had neither placed things In readiHaffenden
of Wood- ness, nor cleared them away, neither
stock is short In his accounts to the superintended the baking.
amount of one cent, and that either
Mr. Haffenden or his bondsmen wl'.l
HAD AN ANCIENT FLAVOR.
have to make up the amount and send
It to the Postal Department at Washington, at once. Portland Oregontan. Spring Lamb Undoubtedly, but Date
Was in Question.
"The late Col. P. W. Keyes, the
Carry Olive and Palm.
pioneer miner," said a resident
On Palm Sunday the choir boys of noted
of Virginia City, "will be missed here,
the Spanish cathedrals bear to the for h
had a generous hand and a
services both the olive and the sacred witty tongue.
palm. This is in commemoration of
"It would be easy to multiply stoChrist's entry into Jerusalem, when
some of the people "spread their gar- ries of his charities. It would be easy
ments in the way, and others cut to multiply stories of his ready wit.
branches from the trees," and spread I'll give you a story of the latter sort.
"Col. Keyes and I went one day to
them down before Him.
Blow-Jus-

Women Not Drink Experts.
Though five women gave evidence
in a divorce suit at Connecticut that
the defendant, the husband, was a
drunkard, the Judge of the Superior
Court refused to accept It unless corroborated It by male witnesses.
"Women are not qualified to testify as
to the various stages of Intemperance," he said.

Woman Does the Wooing.
French savant thinks the man of
When a single woman amongst a
the future will be legless. The woman powerful tribe In the Persian mounof the future will look down upon such tains wishes to get married, she merea creature with deserved contempt.
ly sends a servant to pin a handkerchief on the hat of the man of her
Doubtless the wild man of Borneo choice. He is obliged by tribal laws
looked out over the waters at the to marry her, unless he can prove
passing fleets and thanked his woodtoo poor to pay the price to her
en gods that he was not civilized.
father.
Mont Pelee Is in a state of eruption
again, but in the rush and excitement
of more Important matters it is not
succeeding in attracting much atten-

tion.

Don't Sweep the Soot.
When soot falls upon the carpet or
rug, never attempt to sweep it up at
once, for the result Is sure to be a
Cover it thickly
disfiguring mark.
with nicely dried salt, which will en
able you to sweep it up cleanly, sc

If the birds supersede the human
race, as a Chicago professor predicts,
the lady bird will not be happy, prob- that not the slightest stain or smear
ably, unless she can pin a milliner on will be left.
her hat.

The golf ball trust has advanced
prices, in spite of the fact that three
members of the United States Supreme Court are enthusiastic devotees
of the sport.
Wben we learn that It was an elephantiasis culex fatigans that settled
down on our bald spot, we feei a torturing doubt as to whether scier.oe
and religion mix.

The Care That Kills.
Our fii Mures do not keep up down.
We rise above them and forget;
We turn from little troubles, too.
And wonder why they mude us fret,
Hut HtlH we let ourselves be bowed,
Still after mourning long we fall,
The foolish, blinded victims of
The cures that never came at all.
Chicago

Record-Heral-

anger in Warts and Moles.
Warts and moles are regarded as
dangerous by a Philadelphia physicases in
The grass Is growing green and cian. He cites twenty-fivgrowing fast, but it is slill a long way which they have taken an active mabehind the verdancy of some of the lignant form and he urges an operation before malignant diseases has bemen who Invest in
gun to develop.
schemes. Pall River News.
e

The Rhode Island legislature ha
authorized a general railroad consolidation within the state, probably on
the theory that there isn't room for
more than one in Rhode Island.

Getting Even.
New York woman is suing her
mother-in-lafor $25,000.
This is
practical. A man who disliked his
mother-in-lato that extent would
foolishly make Jokes about her and
think he was getting square. Ruffab
A

The monkey, Coco, who has been
dining out in New York, will read with Express.
some appreciation the Philippine reports that Americans in the islands
Country for the Rich.
have found monkey meat a delicacy.
It costB money to live In South
Africa. A woman resident in Johan
It appears that Dr. Osier was mar- nesburg pays $60 a month for her cook
age.
He
years
40
of
was
ried after he
and $35 a month to a Hindoo servant.
Is the gentleman who Insists that the In India she would have to pay only
mental decline Is very rapid when a $5 a month for the Hindoo's services.
man has passed the fortieth milestone.
The solons have a new plan for fighting the moth pests, and it only costs
It would be even cheaper to
$300,000.
write a letter to the moths asking
them to go away, as some people do to
rats.

Incorrigible Girl.
was committed to

A girl of twelve

a reform

school from a Ixindon courl

recently. She had stolen money from
her mother, taken off her little broth
er's clothes and sold them, and boiled
the family cat alive.

Three New Hampshire savingi
Test of Good Breeding.
banks have been wound up. the final
To find out how much genuine pood
accounting having been filed by the
assignees. Unlike a clock, when a breeding a man has, Just watch him
savings bank is wound up, it doesn't when he Is angry. This is a sure test,
as any fool can be agreeable when
go any more.
(vi iything comes his way.
Now York automobile knocks a boy
fifteen feet, runs over him. turns
Tramps Abound in England.
around, comes back and runs over
At Wellington, a little town In the
some
Yet
It
Is
said.
So
again.
him
west of England of only 7,000 lnhahl'
foolish people think the automobile Is tants, no fewer than 5.245 tramps na.l
merely a machine.
to be accommodated last year.
The complete set of first editions of
Farewell in Japanese.
the Waverley novels sold In New York
The Japanese farewell. "Sayonara,"
recently for $1,770. consists of 74 volumes In the original boards, ail un- means something like "If It must b
cut, as first Issued. Perhaps the pre- so," or "If we must part thus, so be
vious owner had a little $4 edition It."
that be read.
Largest Island.
It has been discovered that Boston
The largest island In the world Is
Is not getting pure beans. This will New Guinea, 306,000
square miles;
have a tendency to convince the peo- Great Britain Is 83,826 square miles.
ple of Boston that certain persons
would be mean enough to try to InOpportunity.
troduce adultera'ions In Paradise if
Opportunity Is rare, and a wise man
tbey couid get tl ere.
will never let It go by him.

U8ED

EACH

YEAR.

Enormous Number of Shoe Lace Eyes
Annually Called For.
"Some of the apparently most trivial things In this world arc the most
necessary things and fortunes are
made in manufacturing them," said
Ralph L, Jenkins.
"Take the lace eyes of shoee, for
Instance. The average person never
gives them a thought, but they are indispensable to our footwear, and there

are factories that devote themselves
exclusively to making them. Did you
ever stop to think how many of those
little things are used every year?
"On the basis of the population of
the United States being 80,000.000,
this country uses more than 3,000,000
of lace eyes and hooks a year. Every
man, woman and child will wear out
on an average two pairs of rfhoes in
twelve months. The majority of people have two feet and there are twenty eyes and hooks on each shoe. Use
your arithmetic and see what the total Is. It foots up to 2,000,000 more
than 3,000,000." Milwaukee Sentinel.

In

the Form of

that 'ere.'

" 'Ahem,'

year?'

said

"Kansas

Col.

Keyes,

'what

City Journal.

Seven Ages of an American.
Ail America's a field.
And almost all the men are baseball

players;
They have their Innings and they chase
the ball,
And each man In his life Is struck out
many times;
His standing is well shown bv seven;
At nnjt the infant, with serious mind
intent.
i
Alert to learn how best to plav the game;
And then the boy, with eyes to knot hole
glued.
from far off following the progress of
the game;
And then the youth who proudly tends
the bats
And gains admittance to the game Itself;
Then as a strong young man himself oft
seen
In uniform and playing with a will;
So drifting on In years, but always bent
To Bee each game and criticise the play;
And then the rooter hoarse who knows
It all.
And Is confirmed, unshakable, a bleach-erltLast scene of all, too feeble to attend the
game.
But eagerly demanding to the last the
score.
New York Press.
In Johannesburg.
"Johannesburg as a town surprises
and disappoints," writes a South African traveler. "It has been put up
in a hurry and Is mostly built of corrugated iron. There are finished
buildings, mostly of stucco, and Innumerable shanties. There are wide
streets, but they are all dusty. Commissioner street Is the main artery
lor business. It Is there that, in imhave
itation of America,
been built, which domineer over the
town more than the old fort does. Sunday in Johannesburg is honored In
the breach and not In the observance.
Johannesburg is a young thing yet,
not out of its teens, but it apes the
manners of centuries."

The Hedgehog's Frown.
hedgehog curls itself up by a
frown that is, by muscleB like those
which produce a frown and it frowns
severely or gently according to circumstances. If It is poked hard, It
"sighs" itself tighter. If really hurt,
it frowns into a tight ball. The prickles can be erected in a measure,
though as they point all ways this Is
They are as sharp as
not needed.
We have only known one
needles.
dog. a large black and white setter,
which would deliberately bite a hedgehog till It killed It. But this dog was
quite mad, and shared some of the anaesthesia common to certain lunatics.
London Spectator.
A

Some Chinese Names.
The Chinese are not entirely content with the names which dwellers
in various lands have given to their
countries and in consequence they
have Invented names of their own for
them, some of which are very apt
and descriptive. For instance, France
the land of lawlessib called
"Fa-Ko,-

"

ness; Germany Is
the virtuous country; England is "Tlng-Ko,the blooming land, and America Is
"Mei-Ko,the beautiful land.
"Te-Ko,-

"

"

Living on Simple

Food.

The statement that a man can exist
pounds) of rye
on l'j kilos (31-bread consul, ed daily Is, of course,
purely theoretical, inasmuch as no one
is able to live on rye bread alone for
a length of time. But If the bread Is
made more palatable by the addition
of butter, sausages, or the like, and if
some other food is substituted every
day for part of the bread, such a beverage as warm coffee being also consumed, then the statement expresses
what actually happens with many peo
3

Die.

ELECTRIC
GREATLY

PAPA'S

RAILROADS

BENEFIT ALL

CITIES

Build Up Suburbs and Prevent Congestion Wonderful
Development
of Twenty Years.
How the electric street railways are
operating an distributors of population, relieving the congested conditions In the great cities. Is discussed
In a publication of the census bureau.

The electric railways have wrought
a revolution in the cities of America
and Europe.
Twenty years have
elapsed since the first electric railway
was built, and this first was largely
an experiment. It is now the undisputed monarch of street railways systems, and has begun to reach out Into
the rural districts In a way that, is
causing the steam rnilways uneasiness.
From 1890 to 1902, under the electrical Impulse, the single track mileage for street railways Increased from
8,123 to 22,577.
The mileage of electric lines Increased during this period
from 1,262 to 21,907.
Between 1890 and 1902 the cost of
street railway construction and repair
increased from $389,000,000 to
or almost 457 per cent.; operating expenditures from $62,000,000 to
$143,000,000, or 150 per cent.; the number of fare passengers carried increased from 2,000.000,000 to 4,775,000,-00or 136 per cent. In 1902 eighteen
per cent of passengers were carried on
transfers. Seven times as many fare
passengers were carried on street railways In that year as there were fare
passengers on steam railways. The
great trunk system of the United
States in 1902 earned $393,000,000
from passenger traffic, while the trolleys earned $234,000,000.
An Interesting feature of the census
bulletins has to do with the effect of
the trolley on the distribution of population.
The possibilities in this direction are practically without limit.
Boston affords a striking illustration
of what the trolley Is doing in the
way of building up the suburbs. Of
the seven wards nearest the business
center of Boston five showed a decrease of population between 1890 and
1902, while In the outlying wards there
was an increase of 94,000 Inhabitants,
of the population
or nearly
increase for Boston. Moreover, the
population of the. adjacent cities and
towns, as Cambridge, Somerville, Chel-Beand Brookllne. Increased much
more rapidly than the older parts of
$2,150,-000,00-

USE FOR CAYENNE PEPPER.

a 8andwlch It Will Induce Sleep.
Sufferers from insomnia should try
cayenne pepper sandwiches. Cut a
slice of thin bread a plain biBcult
may be used butter It generously,
and add a liberal sprinkling of cayenne
pepper.
Cover It over with a thin
slice of bread or a biscuit, as the case
may be. It is surprising what little inconvenience is experienced, merely a
slight, smarting sensation In the
mouth, which is soon over. The sandwich should be eaten Just before retiring, and soon after the sufferer will
be asleep. The pepper acts as a stimulant to the stomach, drawing the
lunch together at the Virginia
blood from
brain and in
that was Mark Twain's ducing sleep. theA excited
cayenne pepper sandfavorite when he was an editor here. wich is much less
harmful than drugs
We decided to have spring lamb. The
and, when
in small quantities, is
waiter brought the lamb, and it was a good tonictaken
for a weak stomach. Biltough with a muttony flavor.
" 'Waiter,' said Col. Keyes, 'do you ious headache has also been known to
yield to a cup of hot water to which
call this spring lamb?"
" 'That Is what I do sir,' said the has been added a generous pinch ol
ceyenne pepper and a nip of soda as
waiter firmly. 'Genuine spring lamb, big as a pea.

A

hlm-sel-

BILLIONS

Their Ideas About Women.
The Hottentots and Bushmen believe
women are a necessary evil, and the
younger they break their wives in the
better. They feel that ten years ia
none too young, for girls of these years
are more pliable and more easily molded. It must be granted that the Hottentots use milder methods than do
the Australians. They do not kill the
girls who refuse to marry. The Hottentot often goes to the hut of a girl
and makes her a cup of coffee, then
hands It to her without adding a word.
If she drinks half of It he knows her
answer is "yes." If she refuses tc
touch the coffee he feels his suit is
hopeless, but he Is not grieved; he
visits a neighboring hut and tries bis
luck again.
Jlu-Jltsvs. Hockey.
If you want to rear a nation
To be lit for future scraps,

five-sixth- s

a

Boston.

JUDGMENT

WA8 OFF.

His Eoy Very Much Like Other Boys,
After All.
On the day The Boy was eleven
years old he visited an artist friend
who likes boys. The artist entertained him royally. He gave him a
gun and cigarette coupons
worth
$2.60. The Boy was proud of the gun,
but he thought still more of the coupons.
"What are you going to get with
them, son?" asked The Boy's mother.
"I don't know," said The Boy.
His mother was about to offer a
few suggestions but The Boy's father

interfered.
".lust you let Bob alone, he said.
"Let him pick out his own prize. He
knows what he wanlB."
"But he'll get something foolish,"
argued the practical mother,
"No, he won't," said the father.
"That boy's got the best Judgment of
any boy I ever saw. Ho won't throw
He'll come home
his money away.
something useful something
with
that he needs right on the spot. I
wouldn't be afraid to bet on that."
So the mother finally gave In. On
Saturday The Boy went down town
to exchange his coupons for a prize.
When he came home the family was
gathered at the dinner table talking
about him.
"Come,
dear," said hiB mother,
"show mama what her little boy got."
They sat expectant while the boy
After a little
unwrapped his prize.
they spoke. The mother Bald, "Oh!
oh! oh!" and the father said, "Well.
I'll be blessed!'"
The boy had bought a razor.
Mftstc.
The Jews have nn old tradition that when
thi world was done,
And (iod from His work was resting. He
culled to Him. one by one.
The shining troops of the angels, and
showing the wonder wrought,
The Master asked of His servants what
they of the vision thought.
Then one white anjrel, dreaming o'er the
marvel before him spread.
Bent low in humble obeisance, lifted his
VOlCS,
and said:
"One thliiK only is lneklng praise from
tongue.
the
The sound of a hallelujah by the great
creation sung."
new-bor- n

So Ood created music the voices of land

and sea.
stars revolving In
one vast harmony.
Out of the deep uprising, out from the
emer Kent.
The song of the destined ages thrilled
through the firmament.
And the song of the

The situation In Philadelphia shows
similar changes. Almost all the wards
in the heart of the city have decreased Ro the rivers among the valley?, the
t
MB, '
murmur of
In population, while the outlying wards
seas
the
woodlands
and the districts adjacent to them The utter and
their voices still:
Songs of stars and of waters, echoes of
have grown rapidly.
wind-swep-

d

Chicago,

Cleveland.

St. Louis,

Cin-

cinnati. Louisville. Indianapolis, Detroit, Pittsburg, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, St. Paul and Kansas City have
felt the effect of the movement of population. Even In cities of third and
fourth population rank the trolleys are
encouraging the distribution of population, and reducing the evils of overcrowding.

CAPT. GRAHAM'S

CURE.

Sores on Face and Back Tried
Doctors Without Success
Gives Thanks to

Mny

vnle and shore
of primeval
Him evermore.

The voice

nature

praising

And the Instruments men have fashioned
were
since time and the world

young.
With Kilt'd flnKcrs giving the metal and
wood a tongue.
With the human voice translating the
soul's wild Joy and pain.
Have swelled the undying paean, have
raised the immortal Btrain!
Ruble T. Wevhurn.
Dividing the Work.
Elder Edgecomb was for many years
pastor cf the Free Baptist Church In
Vienna, Me., In which town lived a
simple-mindeman
Perry
named
'

d

Wood.
One hot Sunday in summer the parCut away this Imitation
Captain W. S. Graham. 1321 Eoft son had occasion io admonish some of
That you're taking from the Japs.
You can never win your battles
St., Wheeling, W. Va., writing under his hearers for going to Bleep during
With these money springs and squats
"I am so tho service.
To the Highlands and play hockey with date of June 14, '04, says:
The next Sunday, while
the Scots!
grateful I want to thank Gcd that a tin. minister was in the midst of his
"Hoot man! Hoot!" says big Macdon-aid- . friend recommended Cuticura Soap sermon, he heard something whiz
and Ointment to me. I suffered for a
the room and strike the wall.
answers "Hoot!"
long time with sores on my face and Hi. continued his sermon, but kept one
As he smashes Angus Campbell
apex
of
his snoot.
On the
back. Some doctors said 1 bad blood suspicious eye on the congregation.
WhlW the polished floor Is freckled
poison, and others that I had barbers' Soon he saw the simple-mindeBy a score of crimson spots
Pe.vy,
Ah, you're busy when you hockey with lfch. None of them did me any good,
who was sitting in the stove room in
the Scots!
but they all took my money. My thy rear of the church, rise, take an
Hear Macpherson's smothered curses
friends tell me my skin now looks as apple from his pocket and bring his
swells
bosom
with pride.
As bis
clear as a baby's, and I tell them all arm back preparatory for a throw at
And the horses on the hearses
Paw the atmosphere outside.
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Oint- the head of a sleeping deacon.
that
With the coroner and undertaker
ment did it."
"Perry Wood," exclaimed the Irate
Waiting business on the spot
Oh, you're strenuous when you hockey
"you put that apple up, and If
with a Scot!
They Were After Worms.
yoa ever throw another one in this
Cy Wurman. New York Sun.
s
church I'll "
Because woodpeckers and "
many of the
"Ypu hold right on, elder," broke In
honeycombed
Nose Poked Into Other Businesses.
In the county bridge across the excited Perry, "you tend to your
The man with a good olfactory or- timbers
creek, four miles southwest of preaching and I'll keep them awake.
gan can earn big pay outside the Eagle
Connecticut, the county comdairy business. The whisky testers Hartford,
condemned the bridge
missioners
Helen's P. S.
upon
sense
rely
the
of smell more as unsafe. have
Helen had been taught to say her
than upon that of taste to judge goods
prayers every night, and the little
and some whisky smellers draw large
prayer beginning, "Now lay me down
Mow's Thl ?
salaries. These men both smell and
Wi offer One Hundred Dollara Reward tor any to sleep," was the prayer used.
One
taste in Judging the goods. They pour MM
of Catarrh thai cannot he cur ad hj Hall'i
day an old friend of the family. "Auna small amount of the liquor into a Catarrh Cure.
CO., Toledo, O.
P. J. CHENEY
tie Benson," came to spend the day,
We. the anderaltrocrt, have known K. J. Cheney
glass, whirl the glass sharply and
for the leit 15 yearn, and believe him perfectly honand on leaving asked Helen to rememsniff the vapor.
orable tn all buetneae trannacttona and fluanclelly
ber her In he- - prayers. Helen agreed.
any obligation! made by fg triu.
Alcoholic cordials, especially such able to carry out
Waldino, Rinnan A Maxvin,
night, after asking that a blessThat
menthe,
Drujrtrltu,
Wuoleaale
chartreuse and
Toledo, O.
as creme de
HaiTe Catarrh Cure li taken Internally, tcttntf
ing should rest on her mother, father,
absinthe, are tested almost entirely by directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaceeof tue
cousins,
Testimonial aent free. Price 75 ceau per grandparents, aunts, uncles,
the sense of smell, and big buyers ayatein.
bottle, soul by all hruirttlit.
friends, etc., Helen rose from her
Take Hall'i Family i'llla for conitlpatloo.
would rather have the judgment of a
knees. She walked across the room,
smeller than of the best chemist upon
and Jumped Into bed. Then like a
the quality of the goods.
Little Elule says she wants to marry shot she jumped out again, sank down
r Dutchman when she grows up, so on her knees and exclaimed: "Postthat she can be a duchess.
Courtesy.
script, and Auntie Benson!"
A disagreeable child Is likely to
Solid business men uren't necessary
grow up a churl. It Is about time tow
Students Obey Military Instructor.
th jt Americans began to cultivate the hard characters.
After holding out a long time and
Emerson says:
finer sensibilities.
Defiance Starch la guaranteed biggest trying all kinds of compromises, the
1G
"Give a boy dress and accomplish- and best or money refunded.
seniors of the University of California
ments and you give him the mastery ounces, 10 cents. Try It now.
have yielded to their military instructof palaces and fortunes wherever he
Capt. Nance of the Ninth cavalry
goes. He has not the trouble to earn
dizzier "My wife says she has no or.
to ttiut with ma." Wigwag: "She and the secretary of war, and have
They solicit him to fuul
or own them.
has already found them all, 1 suppose." consented to march in and out of the
enter and possess." Children depend
captain's class room in military style.
upon
permanently on red. Nn nta or nfrrnmnw after
exgood
manners
the
CITC
their
for
r lir. Kline's tJre.it Nerve Itevtoi
W ttix duy'd uw
'! OO trial bottle urn! IreatlMb
ample set by their parents. No pollc;, erIm.IIli-Sendli. for FHKE
fcUH. Lid., uSl Arch Swvet, I'hlUUulpbi, i'a
pays like politeness. Let two young
MtTH'K.
same
situation and
men apply for the
Many a crooked man Is supposed to
Nu. 75U.
will get be perfectly straight MkCAUM othai men In the District Court of Taos rounty. lit
usually the
the First Judicial District, in the
are unable to get onto his curves.
the Job. Boston Post.
Territory of New Mexico.
I.ulu Sower, plulntlff, vs. Willis
E.
Sower, defendant.
Ills We Might Have.
To the ubove numed defendant:
You are hereby
notified that the
A famous writer said: "Mun In gennamed plaintiff
has brought
eral, or (as It is expressed) on the
Don't you know our tea above
suit against you In the District Court
for Taos county, New Mexico, the obaverage, does not live above twoand-twentject of said suit being to obtain u deyet?
years; and during these
cree of divorce
from you on the
grounds
abandonment and
years he Is liable to
alimony.
And you are
You have missed a good hereby andof for
thousand evils, many f
notified that unless you enter
your
appearance
on or
said
in
Yet
even In th'iJ
which are Incurable.
deal of comfort and lost before the 10th day of May,caui.e
A. D. l'.ior,,
nreadful state, men will strut and
Judgment will be rendered in said
cause agulnst you by defuult and tha
figure on the Btage of life; they make
some money.
allegations In said complaint be taken
love at the hazard of destruction; and
us true and Judgment rendered thereon.
your mouey
r.turu.
uu
Yourvror.r
don't
Ilk.
A. M. UKIttiKKh;.
intrigue, carry on war, and form proClerk of the District Court.
jects. Just as If they were to live In
(Seal.)
luxury and delight for a thousand
William MrKean. attorney for plainIt iloemi i take u young mun long to
discover that intHH, kins and bllsa ruyine tiff. I'out office address, Taos, N. M.
ages."
together.
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THE WRONG WAY TO WALK

NOBLE WORK DONE BY G. A. R.

Inelegant and Slovenly Gait Noticed All Too
Frequently.

Magnificent Organization Is First Among the
Brotherhoods of Men

Fable.

Walking one of the most populHr
and beneficial exercises Is well discussed In Good Housekeeping:
Very stout or slouchy people allow
the abdomen to "lead." Bratn workers, worriers, all nervous and physically uncultivated people, let their
heads lead; the head is further advanced than any other part of the person. Dyspeptics whose thoughts are
centered on their stomachs, often unconsciously lead with the waiBt line
over the offending organ.
Just
OcLanguages of Australia.
casionally
person perAustralia, by Its reception of repre- mits the a
knees to lead. When a thin,
sentatives of many lands, has an in- bad
walker moves rapidly, there often
finitude of tongues; but your real Austrseems to be a race between nose and
alian-born
Is proud of the fact that
knees, and you , watch to see which
among the aborigines the bushmen
there are relatively as many lan- will arrive at the goal first.
When a young woman's skirt and a
guages ns there are In India. Many
have a sort of relation to each other, young man's trousers show a bulging
by means of which a man mastering shape over the knees, their owners
one thoroughly would have a sort of are leading sedentary lives or have
never learned to walk correctly. This
key to several.
part of the lower limbs should be kept
straight, and the ball of the foot, not
Soy Bean Cheese.
the heel, should touch the ground
The municipal laboratory of Paris first.
the head Is bent for long
has been examining the experiments hours When
over sewing machine or ledger
made by Dr. Vogel, who has manufac- or
onion bed, it is not an easy matter
tured a very succulent cheese from the to pull It
back to Its proper position
small Chinese beans known as "soy
and make it stay there, and It seems
beans." The doctor finds that the so much more easy
and comfortable
pulp of these beans contains many of
let the chest sink than to hold It
the caselne qualities, and that the re- to
up to its right place; but the demands
sulting composition Is both nourishing
of health and beauty are Identical in
and pleasant to the taste.
the matter of a head held easily, not
egotistically, back, and a chest kept
Cure for Consumption.
in the highest and most advanced
A six months' tour by bullock In position.
South Africa is the latest cure for conIt Is a striking tact that this attisumption, as advertised by a London tude of head and cnest is expressive,
doctor.
Your own milch cow accomnot only of health and grace, but of
panies you, the pace Is only two miles the finer mental qualities. The eman hour, there are frequent outspans, barrassed boy drops his head; If he
and vegetables, butter, butcher's meat, would hold his head up, his nervousfowls and eggs are easily obtainable, ness would disappear. The shy girl
It Is said. The total cost is only $525. thinks that every one In the room is
looking at her, and her chest sinks;
but if she would hold it up assume
Poet Who Owns a Watch.
"I wouldn't charge anything for the the attitude of courage, though she
Inclosed verses," writes a poet, "but have it not she wouldn't care whethmy watch needs fixing, and that'll cost er they looked or not. The
person who knows he is stiff
$1.50; and then, my little boy needs
a baseball outfit, and my wife says we and awkward, and who knows that
can't get along at all this Kammer his stiffness and awkwardness are the
without a couple of hammocks; there- direct results of his
should Imagine that a strong
fore I need the money." Atlanta Constring Is attached to the upper part
stitution.
of his chest and held by an Invisible
hand above him. AH he has to do ts
Grows Six Inches a Day.
to let his body depend from that
Catalpa grows at the rate of a
string and keep his head well back of
of an inch in diameter a year on good
It, and his mind and body will alike
soil, says a writer in Country Life In
become easy and free.
The most
America. There are fine summer days
I ever knew told me
when the sprouts on a stump of sturdy graceful walker
root growth will grow six inches in the that she habitually walked by the aid
twenty-fou- r
hours. You can see cat- of this invisible cord.
alpa grow, you can hear it grow.
Tooth Brushes.
Dr. S. H.eArnold gives some interestWhere Marriage Is Easy.
ing facts and good advice in regard
In Scotland It Is possible to get mar-We- to that dally friend, the tooth brush:
Nearly all brushes are made from
without the assistance of either
a clergyman or a lawyer.
A young bristles taken from the wild hogs of
man can secure a bride almost with Russia or China.
The handles are
as little ceremony aB ho can secure common beef bones. They are made
a partner In a drink provided, al- mostly In Japan, France, England and
ways, that the lady is willing. Rey Germany, and by one firm in the
United
Probably English
States.
nolds' Newspaper.
brushes are the best made and worst
shaped. The French are next In qualGigantic Lily.
ity, but far ahead in form. Germany
A gigantic lily, the phormlum tenax. and Japan are generally imitators.
Is a valuable plant peculiar to New Some of the most expensive English
Zealand.
Its leaves are nine or t Q and. French, and all American brushes,
feet long, and are so tough that, by are made in factories under more or
splitting one Into narrow ribbons and less sanitary conditions, but the cheapjoining the ends, the New Zealander er grades, including all German and
rope ready to hand.
has a
Japanese brushes, are made in the
huts of the peasants, where cattle,
dogs, swine, fowls and humans are
It's a Hard World.
The bristles and
' My one and only suit," said the herded in common.
.aru-luc;fcilosopher. "failed to keep bene are given out by the dealer and
taken into the country, where they are
roe wirm during the winter, and I
assorted by the aged and young chilthat tiirough the approaching dren
persons, the strongsummer it will alfco fail to keep rse er and diseased
members of the family working at
Sue"!
is life." Philadelphia
cool.
more remunerative employment.
bulletin.
These cheap brushes are often in
the most unsanitary and wretched surFine Walls In Palace.
roundings imaginable, and it is a sigOne room at Tsarkoe, the czar's nificant fact that after being made
palace near St. Petersburg, has walls they are seldom sterilized before
of lapis lazuli and a floor of ebony in- using.
laid with mother-of-pearAnother has
The English brushes are generally
walls of carved amber, and the walls very much too large to be efficient.
of a third are laid thick with beaten The French are better shaped, but are
gold.
apt to be too long of head, making
much waste to the brush, and are too
long of bristle.
Steal to Attend Theater.
A wide brush Is not advisable beHaving found that many children cause it limits the movement
possibly
were guilty of petty thefts in order to longitudinally to the tooth. Long brisget money to go to the theater, Black- tles are not the best, because they
pool, Lancashire, Is thinking of passbend when the brush is thrust back
ing an ordinance forbidding children
between cheek and teeth, and stay
12
to
theaters.
attend
under
bent till the brush Is withdrawn, thus
missing the Interproximal spaces so
Railway Congestion Is Costly.
Soft brismuch In need of cleaning.
Owing to the railway congestion in tles become softer when wet, and
Argentina, farmers and exporters have utterly fall to enter the spaces at all.
lost enormously. Government Inter- If the surface of the bristles is concaved longitudinally to fit the labial
vention has been demanded, Incompetent management having been stated curve of the teeth, then when the
as the cause.
brush is reversed and used on the Ungual surfaces, only the ends of the
brush engage the teeth; hence, more
Forbid Use of Monocles.
If one belongs to the German army teeth are missed than cleaned, and
he can not wear a monocle. The sin- the user is deceived into thinking he
gle eyeglass has been forbidden to has cleaned his teeth because be has
brushed them.
offlcerB and men as foppish and savorStudying the brush over and what Is
ing too strongly of Anglomania.
required of it, It would seem that the
brush best adapted to use in the huDon't Go Into Bondage.
man mouth should have a short, narEon't go Into debt; it is remorse- row head, with short, rather stiff brisless; It robs dno of sleep; it turns day tles, trimmed straight longitudinally
i to bight, and
it harasses brain and and convex latltudlnally, that each line
body. Better a few things paid for of bristles may come successively into
than many with f'.ebts.
use as the brush is rotated.
"The dangers of sensational Journalism are many," observed the philosophical fly; "and yet It suits the
taste of some persons to the extent
that it becomes a positive appetite
with them. Now, there's my brother,"
he continued, pointing to a struggling,
buzzing unfortunate. "He's so badly
stuck on that yellow sheet that he's
all tangled up and doesn't know wtoich,
end he's on! "Cleveland Leader.
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not more quickly and fully discovered

that In this vital process lies the
secret remedy for a thousand Ills, If
not "the fable fountain of Immortal
youth." Men have lived weeks without eating; days without drinking,
and nights without sleeping; but how
long can we live without breathing?
Twenty ounces of food and a few
pints of water will supply the body
one day; but, upon a low estimate, It
requires thirty thousand pints of air
In the same length of time.
The delicate machine which this
volume of air enters Is said to contain
over 700,000,000 air cells, or little
workshops.
Into ihe walls of these
there flows, like the sewerage of a
great city, the foul, venous blood of
tire body. In these remarkable workshops It is quickly transformed Into
a rushing red torrent filled with
oxygen from the air. What a
wonderful invention! What a miraculous process!
And yet you are trusted with operating one of these instruments.
Would you note Its magical effect
under proper conditions? Then stand
erect. Open the doors and windows;
or, If you are sick in bed, have them
opened. Lift your chest and chin, and
breathe the Invigorating air of heaven, till the muscles of your abdomen
fairly bound with Joy. Now, isn't that
a tonic. Then take It many times a
day. You can repeat the dose often.
Even as I write the fresh air tickles
my finger tips; for when we breathe
deeply. It goes to all parts of the
g

The destinies of the Grand Army
"When this thought first came to
have been presided over by the truest our comrade his whole soul was filled
nnd the best. From Its very Inception
with the grand conception.
Without
the Grand Army of the Republic was rest or weariness his every energy
destined to a great and noble work, was devoted to the accomplishment of
and to supply a place In the desires the grand desire.
With a patriotic
of patriotic men that no other had inspiration he saw clearly the great
been able to do. The provision es- goal to be'attalned.
He felt that he
chewing politics and religion and pro- was erecting an altar upon which thi
viding for the banding tocether under fire of love for the whole Union would
the most sacred obligations to work burn, and burn forever. He saw with
together for the defense of their coun- prophetic vision the Star Spangled
try, for the alleviation of each other's Banner of the nation not a confederwoes, for the uplifting and betterment ation of discredited states, but a naof each other and those dependent tion's' banner unfurled to the breeze;
upon them, touched a responsive chord and with fancy's ear he heard the
In the heart of every soldier who knew
tramp of millions of soldiers of tho
by experience that every man who Grnnd Army as they gathered beneath
signed such an obligation would be it to shield and defend it from every
true to it.
harm.
The plan for the organization of
"My friends, how well he read the
posts in every hamlet, town and city, future! His grand an'iripations are
and to unite them In departments in more than realized. The ramp fires of
every state, and once a year to meet the Grand Army are burning from
In a grand national encampment, ocean to ocean.
Thousands and tens
would Insure the perpetuity of their of thousands of his brotherhood of
comradeship, that the post would sup- soldiers meet nightly in fraternal
ply the place of the soldier's regiment, greeting. The banner that he so loved
the convention of the department of is floating stainless and pure In God's
the state his corps, and the national bright sunshine, never again to be
encampment that of the army to soiled and torn by traitor's hands.
which he belonged.
"Though not here to witness it, the
At the campflres of these meetings grand dream of his life has assumed
he could live over again scenes which the proportions of a bright reality.
were burned into his memory by the Tho note that he struck
heat of battle. He would have a re- Is illuminating an entire land, and at
source In every dilemma that might the last Is mingling Its radlnnco over
overtake him through life, and the consecrated spot where our comsingle-hande-

-

To "The Sufferln'
Thorp was a little woman Neat."
In a very sorry plight:
For, strange to tell, this woman
Disliked to dwell with light.
She closed her blinds up tightly.
Then craped the windows o'er,
For fear the blessed sunshine
Would spoil her walls and floor.
This dainty Utile woman
Grew very pale and thin.
Just like the weak potato sprouts
In cellars deep and dim.
Ah. silly little woman!
You have faded out of sight.
Because you would not let in
The sweetness of God's light.
Farm and Fireside.

Can Be Conquered.

patient.
Third The chief cause of the high
mortality is late diagnosis.
Fourth Late diagnosis Is caused
by indifference of the patient to early
symptoms and carelessness on the
part of the physician consulted.
Fifth By thorough, systematic instruction of the patient better results
can be accomplished than by medica-

Items that Count.
There is one important fact that
should be Indelibly fixed In the mind
of every thinking, reasoning being,
and that is that any physical derangement, no matter how Blight, leaves its
impress on the system, and that the
individual can never be exactly the
same as before. We know this is contrary to the opinion generally held, for
we frequently hear the remark made
concerning one who has recently
passed through a slight sickness:
"The doctor says he is as sound as a
bell now!" This is optimism, pure
and simple, on the part of the physician, and It does good by establishing
confidence In the mind of the whilom
patient; but, in reality,
is not so.
No disturbance of the normal course
of the functions can pass away and
leave things exactly as they were. A
permanent damage has been Inflicted,
and although it is not appreciated at
the time, Nature Ib a rigid bookkeeper,
and these apparently trifling debts to
her are duly entered against the Individual, and you may rely upon it that
sooner or later the bill will be presented. It is the sum total of these
minor Injuries that become formidable the accumulation of these trifling derangements that break dowa
constitutions ultimately.
t

The Use of the Potato.
According to statistics cited by
n
In the Revue pour Tous, the potato is more largely used in Europe
than any other food substance, the
Wal-dro-

average amount annually eaten per
capita being as follows in the different countries named: England, 248
pounds; Austria, 602 pounds; France,
Norway and Sweden, 739
pounds; Germany, 1.298 pounds; Ireland, 1,864 pounds. The per diem consumption for England Is eleven ounces
per day, and Ireland, three and
s
pound, or nearly six times aa
much.
three-fourth-

eight

years.. It came

on me gradually.
I felt

tired
weak,

and
was

short of breath
and was

trou-ble- d

with

bloating after

eating, and

my limbs were badly
swollen. One doctor told me it would
finally turn to Brlght's disease. I was
laid up at one time for three week3.
I had not taken Doan's Kidney Pills
more than three days when the distressing aching across my back disappeared, and I was soon entirely cured."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents.
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
FoBter-Milbur-

But It Was Fast.
"What is the best time you ever
made with your automobile?" they
asked him.
"I don't know exactly," said tho
chauffeur.
"The Evanston detectives
in their testimony before the police
Justice differed nearly- - three seconds
In their estimates."
Chicago Tribune.
RAILROADS AND PROGRESS.
In his testimony before the senate
committee on Interstate commerce at
Washington on May 4, Prof. Hugo R.
Meyer of the Chicago university, aa
expert on railroad management, made
this statement:
"Let us look at what might have
happened if we had heeded the pro
tests of the farmers of New York and
Ohio and Pennsylvania (in the 70's,
when grain from the west began pouring to the Atlantic seaboard), and
acted upon the doctrine which the interstate commerce commission has
enunciated time and again, that no
man may be deprived of the advantages accruing to him by virtue
of his geographical position. We could
not have west of the Mississippi a
of millions

of people who

are prosperous and are great consumers. We never Bhould have seen
the years when we built 10,000 and
12,000 miles of railway, for there
would have been no farmers west of
the Mississippi river who could have
used the land that would have been
opened up by the building of those
railways. And tf w-- tUki not seen the
years when we could build 10.000 and
12,000 miles of railway a year, we
should not have
east of the
Mississippi a steel and iron producing center, which is at once the marvel and the despair of Europe, because
we could not have built up a steel and
iron industry if there had been no
market for its product.
We could not have in New England
a great boot and shoe industry; we
could not have in New England a
great cotton milling industry; we
could not have spread throughout New
York and Pennsylvania and Ohio manufacturing industries of the most diversified kinds, because those industries would have no market among
the farmers west of the Mississippi
river.
And while the progress of this
country, while the development of
the agricultural west of this country,
did mean the impairment of the agricultural value east of the Mississippi
river, that ran up Into hundreds of
millions of dollars, It meant Incidentally the building up of great manufacturing industries that added to the
value of this land by thousands of
millions of dollars. And. gentlemen,
those things were not foreseen in the
'70's. The statesmen and the public
men of this country did not see what
part the agricultural development of
the west was go'ng to play in the industrial development 6f the east. And
you may read the decisions of the
interstate commerce commission from
the first to the last, and what Is one
of the greatest characteristics of those
decisions?
The continued inability to
see the question in this large way.
The Interstate commerce commission never can see anything more
than that the farm land of some farmer is decreasing in value, or that some
man who has a flour mill with a production of fifty barrels a day Is being crowded out. It never can see
that the destruction or impairment of
farm values In this place means the
building up of farm values In that
place, and that that shifting of values
is a necessary incident to the industrial and manufacturing development of
this country. And if we shall give
to the interstate commerce commission power to regulate rates, we shall
no longer have our rates regulated
on the statesmanlike basis on which
they have been regulated in the past
by the railway men, who really have
been great statesmen, who really have
been great builders of empires, who
have had an imagination that rivals
the Imagination of the greatest poet
and of the greatest inventor, and who
have operated with a courage and daring that rivals the courage and daring of the greatest military general.
But we shall have our rates regulated
by a body of civil servants, bureaucrats, whose besetting sin the world
over Is that they never can grasp a
situation In a large way and with the
grasp of the statesman; thit they
never can see the fact that they are
confronted with a small evil; that
that evil is relatively small, and that
it cannot be corrected except by the
creation of evils and abuses which
are infinitely greater than the one
that is to be corrected."
y

commonly believed.
Second While communicable It can
be made practically harmless by the
proper course on the part of the

tion.
Sixth Instruction of patient, family and friends, and close observance
on their part of the rules laid down
will practically rob the disease of its
method and means of extending.

for

population

The universal interest in the
movement is shown In
every convention held to consider this
work. The discussions are practical,
not theoretical. The audiences are
popular, not merely professional. The
whole people are intereted.
In a session Just closed at Atlanta,
Georgia, many important and interesting phases of the prevention and cure
of consumption were considered. Dr.
C. P. Ambler gave a concise review of
the duty of the physician In charge,
to the patient and family. His paper
was enthusiastically received and
adopted as the sense of the League on
this subject.
His points were as follows:
First,
Tuberculosis is not the fatal disease

697 pounds;

Breathing for Strength.
Easily Controlled.
Instead of the above heading
The Qinnelle lock on the Seine Is
so constructed that one man can open might be written. "Breathing for life."
or shut it by simply touching an elec- For that Is really what we do. And
since this fact is so easily demontric button as he sits In his office.
strated, it Is strange that we have
Loci

Mrs. O. W. Fooks, of Salisbury, Md.,
wife of G. W. Fooks, Sheriff of Wico
mico County,
says: "I suffered with kidney complaint

body.

Consumption

LIFE SAVED.

Founder

of

DR. STEPHENSON.
the Grand Army of the Republic.

friends to succor him in sickness and
misfortune and who would follow him
to the grave when he was finally mustered out. The ritual appealed so
strontly to them that
after the war, the Grand Army
of the Republic is many thousands
strong.
It has borne upon its rolls more than
It has exsoldiers.
300.000
pended thousands of dollars in charity
for its members and their tamllies. To
the Grand Army of the Republic more
than to any other order do the unfortunate look for aid. If a comrade is
sick he sends to his post for sympathy
and help. If he seeks employment he
can rely upon his comrades to vouch
forty-year-

s

(or him. He knows when the end comes
that he will be laid to rest by the
members of his post, and that a stone
will mark his last resting place, and
that it will never be reared in a potter's field, and that each recurring
30th of May flowers will be strewn
above the low green mounds where
sleep the loyal dead.
It Is a curious fact that the genius
who was the author of bo magnificent
an organization should have been In
his last days one of the very unfortunates for whom he was so solicitous In his halcyon days.
Overtaken by misfortunes and an

rade reposes, all unconscious that hU
hour of triumph has come.
"The law of compensation pervades
all nature. A new thought proclaimed,
a good deed done or heroic act per
formed will sooner or later meet Its
proper reward. It may tarry long; it
may linger In Its coming, but come it
will, with unfailing certaintj. In obedience to that law we have come even
at this late day to do honor to our de
parted comrade and friend. Let us
not stop here let us by some fitting
testimonial proclaim to all coming
our appreciation of the grand work acby our departed friend
complished
and companion.
Let us
"Seek no further his merits to disclone;
Nor draw hla frailties from their dread
abode.
There they aliko In trembling hope re-- I
ose
of his Father and his God."
The to-oMrs. John A. Logan In Cincinnati

Enquirer.

Theirs the Memory That Endures.
The highest honor of which they
dreamed In life is theirs whose graves
with the flowers of
are strewn
spring. The proud young nation
which they helped to save holds
them, and will ever hold them In grateful remembrance. They made the supreme sacrifice and they reaped the
supreme reward. Theirs It is to bs
fate. Dr. Stephenson, after cherished forever in the nation'
years of discouragement, died and was heart.
And what of the men who march
burled at Rock Creek, Menard county,
f
111., Aug. 30, 1871. though
Their wavering footsteps, aa
scarcely at
the zenith of his manhood. Aug. 29. they follow the music of drum and fife,
their thinning ranks remind us that
1882, Estill Post 71, G. A. R., Department of Illinois, removed Dr. Stephen they, too. soon will be the recipients,
son's remains to Petersburg, 111., and not the instruments, of the honors of
reinterred them among the soldiers of Memorial day. Their place is secure.
Rose Hill cemetery with impressive The inspiration of their deeds will
ceremonies, thus rescuing him from live when t'aeir dust has mingled with
their comrades' and their very names
the oblivion of an unmarked grave.
Judge James A. Matheny. of Spring-Held- , are forgotten.
Ay, the boys of '61 will live forever.
in delivering the eulogy at the
grave, alluded to Dr. Stephenson's au- The lessonB of
devotion
thorship of the Grand Army of the Re- and patriotism which they have taught
public in the following eloquent
cannot perish so long as God's sun
shines and God's world endure.

Angels may have wings, but that
e
does not Indicate that tuoy will
a man milliner.
wel-nim-

GRIP'S UGLY SEQUEL

worn:

KNEES STIFF, HANDS HELPLESS,
RHEUMATISM NEAR HEART.
Vnn Srny

Mr.

Kxpfrlencea Innirfron
from flrlp nnil
of ft llloofl
Tho (trip leaves behind it vrnkeneA
vital powers, thin blood, iuimirel
nerves a
ami
condition that mtikeH the system an easy
prey to pneumonia, bronchitis, rheumatism, nervous prostration, and even con-

LIVING TOO HASTILY

STATUE OF GENERAL FORREST
UNVEILED AT MEMPHIS. TENN.

AMERICANWOMEN BREAK DOWN
Irregularities

-

and Female

Daranga-ment-

-

Heeult Cured by Lydl
Plnkharu s Vegetable Compound.

"

s

B.

After-KflV.-l- v

f
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Owing to our mode and manner of
living, and the nervous haste of every
woman to accomplish just so much
each day, it is said that there is not

,

o

sumption.

The story told by scores of victims of
the grip is substantially the same. One
was tortured by terrihlo pains nt the
base of the skull; another was left tired
faint and in every way wretched from
nmrminor scantiness of blood; another
had horrible headaches, was in rvous and
couldn't sleep; another was left with
weak hniKS, difficulty in breathing and
nemo nenrnlKia. In every OWN relief
was sought in vain until the greot blood
Or. Williams'
builder and nerve-toniPink Pills, was used. For quickness unci
thoroughness of action nothing is known
that will approach it.
Mrs. Van Scyv makes a statement that
supports this claim. Sho says :
"I had n severo attack of grip nnd,
I had fully recovered, rheumatism
set in uud tormented me for three
months. I was in a badly
state. Soon after it began I was so lame
for a week that I could hardly walk. It
kept growing steadily worse nnd nt last
I hnd to givo up completely and for
three weeks I was obliged to keep my
bed. My ktted were so stiff I couldn't
bend them, and my hands were perfectly
helpless.
Then die pains began to
threaten my heart and thoroughly
alarmed me.
" While I wns suffering in this wny I
chanced to run across a little book that
told about the merits of Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills. Tho statements in it impressed me nnd led mo to buy a box. These
pills proved the very thing I needed.
Improvement set in as soon as I began
to toko them, and it was very marked by
the time I hud finished the first box.
Four boxes made me u well woman."
Mrs. Laurn M. Van Scoy lives at No.
20 Thorpe street, Danbury, Conn. Dr.
Williams' Pink Pills are equally well
adapted for any other of thedisenses that
follow in the trnin of grip. They ore
Bold by ull druggist j.
bo-fo-

run-dow- n

Encouraging Infant Industries.
The steel product of the United
States in the last year of return
per cent,
amounted to about forty-twof the world's total output. Among
the families of workmen in the Carnegie steel district, at Homestead and
Munhall, Pennsylvania, in the last
three clays the stork has distributed
eighty-sisouvenirs of his friendly
visits. Not often to a single Industry
does It fall to contribute thus notably
and with such wide difference in offerings to the material prosperity of the
republic.
Race suicide is tried by the furnace
at Homestead and is found wantirg.
The propriety Is suggested to Mr. Carnegie of a distribution of christening
gifts in Steel preferred. Thus may
one "infant industry" encourage another. New York World.
o
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"Y CAME NEAR DYIN

Humor
Skin
Awful
Scratched Till Blood Ran
Wasted to a Skeleton
Speedily Cured by
an

Cuticura.
"When three months old my boy
broke out with an itching, watery
rash all over his body, and he would
scratch till the blood ran. We tried
nearly everything, hut he grew worse,
wasting to a skeleton, and we feared
be would die. He slept only when
in our arms. The first application of
Cuticura Boothed him so that he slept
in his cradle for the first time In many
weeks. One set of Cuticura made a
cure.
permanent
and
complete
(Signed) Mrs. M. C. Maitland, Jasper,
Ontario."
Native You find it hard to under
stand our language? Foreigner Yes,
a girl just told me she was going in
for outdoor games, but Indoor games
were going out.

TEA
Think of the cheer in a
cargo of tea
!

"Old Jones put all his money In the
bank, an' the bank busted on him."
And the only reply of the Oeorgla philosopher was: "Thank the Lord,
never had a dollar ahead in my life."
1

CMTC permanently cared. No St or ncrvoaimeM. After
Ur. Kllnr'n Orrot Kerr
IISendnrtlor duv'i. um ofBS.OO
trial bottle and IreatIM,
rltKK
IW. 11 11 KU1, Ltd., 931 ar. b Strait, Philadelphia, e

When once a ynting man gets up In
the world far enough tu uhuve, nothing
can get hlni down again.

j not believe Ptso's Cure for Consumption
lias un fiiuul for ctiuVhs and raids. John P.
lloTEH, Trinity Springs, Jud , Feb. 15, WW).
c?o

Charity Money.
A young man who lives In Blue
Island, and has a desire to coax red
letter days into the lives nf other people, asks how to spend five dollars in
a way to make It do the most good.

It

Pay living prices for the things you

buy.

wftEkSnlftt

Get others to spending for the benefit of others or spend It in a way to
encourage some one to do likewise.

HHJSJWK&EkBaSv

Give one dollar to five objects.

Let it help to pay for educational Investigations for the benefit of humanHelp some one to self help, but ity.
this is not always easy.
Hold it ready for the first worthy
Do not throw a book on how to demand made on you.
learn to swim to a man who Is sinking for the third time, throw a rope or
Send encouraging periodicals to
yourself, then give a book to those those who lack educational advanwho need it and have time to use it. tages.

Took over a list of things to which
other people are giving, and it may
help you to think of something- better or some one of the list may be it.

Pay some moral debt, if you can
call one.

j2SaMsMr

Find

neglected and worthy

Lend

to some one who needs it,

some
charity work.

CELESTIAL

WOULD BE LAWYER.

!

GOOD

Importance of Keeping Mouth

LOOKS.
in Good

Condition.
Prof. E. Symes Thompson, Gresham
professor of medicine, In the course
of an address at the Polytechnic, Regent street, on "The Evolution and
Degeneration of the Teeth," remarked
that while the bones of man and animals had decayed greatly during the
paBt 6,000 or 7,000 years, the teeth had
been preserved in a much better condition. Teeth were not part of bones,
but part of the skin they were, in
fact, dermal appendages. Old people
were surprised to find that when the
teeth of the lower jaw departed there
was very little of the jaw left. This
ptoduced what was called the nutReferring to
cracker physiognomy.
the fact that 'he crocodile had an animated toothpick In the form of a
bird, which removed foreign matter,
the lecturer enforced the lesson of
the necessity of attending carefully to
the cleansing of the teeth, and recommended attention to them at night
as being mere Important than in the
morning.
In these modern days, be
said, no chance was given to the
tooth, because everything was cooked
for man. and that was the cause of
the deterioration of our teeth in modern times. Bad teeth. Prof. Thompson
concluded, destroyed good looks.
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Give to those who must have help
and have no visible chance of ever
The unveiling nnd dedication of the
doing anything for you.
statue and monument erected in memory of the famous southern chieftain.
Think for yourself and put some Lieut.-GeNathan R. Forrest, May 16.
time in with your money.
was among the most Important events
In the south.
Prominent statesmen
GIFT NOT ALL THERE.
and
veterans of both the
blue and the gray gathered to honor
Reward
for Gallantry,
Recipient the memory of the confederate cavalThought Was Lacking.
ry leader. Thousands of people from
Col. Henry
Watterson tells with the south nnd many from the north
gusto of the eccentricities of a quaint were present and the programme outcharacter in Frankfort, Ky., named lined by the Forrest monument associEzeklel Hopkins.
ation was interesting. The unveiling
Zeke once gained the admiration of
his
by saving the
THE HEROISM OF PHYSICIANS.
lives of many excursionists on a train
coming Into Franfort. There had been
a washout resulting in a spreading of Conditions of Which
the World
Knows Comparatively Little.
the rails. Zeke, discovering the danger, flagged the train in time to preIt may be truly said that no class
of men risk death so frequently or so
vent a disaster.
freely, and there is no gainsaying that
Some weeks thereafter a committee of Frankfort citizens called upon the motives which Impel them are of
Zeke for the purpose of presenting the-- highest and most unselfish sort.
to him, as a testimonial of regard and For they not only dare, in the cause
esteem, a gold watch that had been of humanity, such Bwlft and fatal
purchased by the contributions of the torture as marked this case, but more
terrible to contemplate, they unhesitownspeople.
The head of the committee, with a grave how, approached tatingly lay themselves open to long
years of hopeless and helpless sufferZeke and said:
ing.
"Mr. Hopkins, it Is the desire
For the most part, the world knows
the good people of Frankfort that you little
of this. The common tendency
shall, in recognition of your valor and is to
of doctors as immune
merit, be presented with this watch, against think
these
ailments and afflictions
which, they trust, will ever remind which they muBt so
often come in
you of their undying friendship."
contact. The popular mind conceives
Without the least emotion, Zeke them as charmed beings, forgetting
ejected from his month a long stream for the while that suffering and death
of tobacco juice, took the watch from are no respecters of persons, and as
its handsome case, turned it over In a natural consequence, the thought of
his wrinkled hand and finally asked heroism is seldom coupled with that
with the utmost naivete.
of healing.
"Where's the chain?"
Other men who are Independent In
business can select their own times
POOR SHOT SAVED EDISON.
for coming and going. The doctor
canwot. The.y can cater to the class
Policeman Nearly Ended of trade they desire. The doctor canInventor's Career.
not. They can, when they will, deThomas A. Edison is a devoted read- cline to dispense their wares and their
er of the North American Review. "I services. The doctor cannot. Howhave been a constant reader for forty ever heavily the day's toll has weighyears, but the North American Re- ed upon them, the evening and night
view nearly caused my death once," are theirs for recreation or rest. The
he remarked the other day to an ac- doctors' are not.
quaintance.
Beyond certain limits of special
"It was years ago, when I was a practice, which any emergency can
telegraph operator In one nf tho shatter, he has neither choice of what
smaller Western cities. I as a great or with whom he shall deal, and
reader every spare moment I had, and, under any circumstances he can never
as my salary was small, I used to buy call one hour, night or day, his own.
His Is a heroism of constant service
many books at auction. One day I
not the kind that does one flaring
found a veritable bargain a whole
stack of old North American Reviews deed which makes men stare and
for $2. That night the 'good night' shout and then repose peacefully on
call came at 3 a. m., and
shouldered beds of laurels, but the kind, that is
my package and went up the dark never wanting In the moment of
stteef at a pretty lively pace, for 5 need; the kind that Is content to walk
as well as the highwas anxious to open and read the in the
magazines. I hearo a pistol shot be- ways of life: the kind that knows no
hind me, and something whizzed past distinction between rich and poor,
my ear. nearly grazing It. In fact. As humble and proud: the kind that
I turned, a
breathless policeman came means comfort and relief to the body
up and ordered me In tones I did not burning with fever, and, at the same
fall to hear that time to drop my time, to the wa'chlng heart nearby,
bundle.
Evidently, hurrying along burning with the anxiety of love.
True heroism all the more so bethe dark alley-wawith my large
bundle, I did look a suspicious char- cause it seldom has the encourageacter. 'Huh!' he said; 'why didn't you ment of deserved praise is the rule
stop when I told you to? If I'd been among physicians.
a good shot, you might 'a' got killed.' "
King Has Head for Business.
An American who has had ample opThe Value of Simplicity.
Civilization seems to be seeking portunity to observe King Leopold of
anything but simplicity, plainness and Belgium describes him as "a man of
comfort, for the Individual who, in extraordinary fine physique, an acany way, takes a part in the commer- complished linguist, widely read and
cial, social, or political world nowa- traveled and holding advanced liberdays. The diet Is selected and dishes al views in all matters pertaining to
He had
in c pared to gratify the taste, the prop- statecraft and social science.
er nourishment of the body being the prescience to see in the Congo
seemingly deemed of secondary im- section of Africa an opportunity to
portance. The clothing Is made to found a colony for the surplus popuconform to the latest fashion, rather lation of the small state over which
than to the freedom and comfort of he rules, Belgium being the most
densely populated of European
the body.
Over-Zealou- s
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one woman in twenty-fiv- e
but what
suffers with some derangement of the
fetnale organism, and this is the secret
of so MOJf unhappy homeB.
d
No woman can be amiable,
and huppy. a joy to her husband and children, und perforin the
duties incumbent upon her, when she is

J

light-hearte-

suffering with backache headache,
nervousness, sleeplessness, bearing,
down pains, displacement of the womb,
apical weakness or ovarian troubles.
irritability and snappy retorts take
the place of pleasantness, and all sunpresented the monument to the shine is driven out of the home, and
mayor of Memphis, who was a soldier lives are wrecked by woman s great
In the army of the confederacy. Gen. enemy womb trouble.
Read this letter:
S. T. Carnes. president of the monuMm. Pinkhnm:
ment association, delivered a brief Dear
" I was tronlili'd for eight years with irreguhistory of tho monument and Gen. larities which broke down my health and
George W. Gordon delivered the ded- brought on extreme nervousness and desponLviltii E. Pinkham's VegctHlilo Comication address. Little Miss Bradley, dency. proved
to tie the only tirMicine which
pound
a granddaughter of Capt. "Bill" For- helped me. Day by day I improved in health
while taking it until I wns enlirely cured. I
rest, unveiled the monument.
took place at 2 o'clock in the after
noon.
Surviving members ot Forrest's str.ff and their families and the
families of deceased members attended the ceremonies. Thomas B. Tur-le-

y
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Brain workers drive their intellects
to the exclusion of the physical man,
and when night comes, those who cannot sleep as nature Intended, contrive
to induce sleep artificially, or are content with snatching only sufficient of
"Nature's sweet restorer" to aid the
Jaded body and brain to take up the
utxt day's imperative duties, apparently disregarding the full need of the
oganlsm, and their owe future welfare, as well as that of generations to
come.

This is a time above all others when
simplicity and moderation in eating,
drinking, dressing, sleeping, and every
oetall of life are highly essential. The
times demand an emphatic protest
against the prodigal using for
the endurance with which Nature has
endowed us, without thought of oos
serving It for the morrow.

can attond to my social and household duties
and thoroughly enjoy life once more, as yd m
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has made
me a well woman, without an nche or a pain. ''
Mrs. Chester Curry, 42 Saratoga Street,
East Boston. Mass
At the first indication of ill health,
.

fellow-townsme- n
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Believes He Can Be of Great Service
to Countrymen.
Chinese residents of St. Louis will
soon have a fellow countryman to
tight their legal battles for them. Jeu
Tom, who has lived in this country for
twenty-fou- r
years, has appealed for
admission to the bar, says a St.
special to the New York World. He
came to America when he was 14
years old and at the age of 20 returned to China to marry the gltl
whom his parents had selected for
htm. He returned to America and
four years ago again visited his native
DOUntry, this time to attend the funeral of his mother, but again he returned to America.
Jeu Tom is interested in the firm of
company, a Chinese grocery. He Is a shrewd business
man and speaks English fluently.
In talking of his ambitions he said:
"I am desirous of being admitted to
the bar because I like the profession,
and I believe that I can do greater
?ood for my countrymen as a lawyer
than I can in any other capacity.
"I want to be admitted to the bar
also so as to gain the support of the
right and liberal minded citizens and
go to Washington and appeal to the
minister from China to the United
StaVs to urge for a modification of
the exclusion act.
"I will always live in America,
though I will visit China from time to
time. I think that there will be great
improvement and progress made In
China during the next ten years. In
that time I hone to see some of the
American inventions and energy and
business ability take root in that
country. I think that there will he
lots of Americans flock to China.
Then, when the great resources of
China are being developed, there will
be on need of Chinese laborers coming
to America, as they can find employ-meat home, and they will be content to remain in their country."

'
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When a girl thinks a young man Is .on, ion Standard.
almost good enough fur her jNc is sure
that he is too good for uny other girl.
Drawing Comparisons.
A laboring mnn knows the veins nf
Bishop Potter had occasion to esa dollnr and a shopping woman knows
the value of Iih cents.
cort a number of clergymen to the
railroad station, and while waiting for
Insist on Getting It.
the train chatted pleasantly with his
Some grocers say they don't keep colleagues. A pompous individual was
Defiance Starch because they have a
stock In hand of 12 os. brands, which wending his ay to one of the coachthey know cannot be sold to a custo- es, and the divines, by common immer who has once used the IS ox. pulse, halted and gazed intently upon
pkg. Defiance Starch for same money. the important, swaying figure.
"He moves along with Uie dignity
Mnuy a strong man Is paid a weekly
salary.
of a Pullman train as it majestically
glides into the tralnsbed after a long
iourney," observed one of the clergymen.
"And like the train," added Bishop
rouses new life and al- Potter, recognizing in the man a jurist who in previous years had been an
most satisfies hunger.
aggressive and successful pollUclan,
to do a good deal of
There Is llitl. uhunge nr the batter "he has had
blewlng and puffing to get there."
et tha racetruck.

TEA

nnd if It comes back lend It to the next
one In need, keeping It going as long
as you can.

DANGER
Cerebro-Spina-

l

TO

RURAL

DISTF GTf

Meningitis Most Fatal
in Country.

A careful study of the epidemic distribution of cerebro-splna- l
meningitis
might also show that its incidence is
relatively heavier in small villages
and rural districts. Some authors believe so. Pfeiffer says it is "a disease of winter, children and soldiers."
During the American civil war the
armies on both sides suffered repeatedly and severely from cerebro-splna- l
meningitis, and the history of its
appearance and spread In France between 1837 and 1842, and in Algiers
In 1840, is almost a chronicle of the
movements of troops. The susceptibility ot soldiers would seem to indicate that the conditions of city life
are not especially favorable to the
spread of cerebro-splna- l
meningitis. If
it is, as seems likely, more prevalent
under rural conditions, one more is
added to the reasons already urgent
upon municipal authorities to demand
exact accounting for current mortality and thoroughgoing sanitary government in small communities and
rural districts. Time was when great
cities constantly menaced the health
of the surrounding country, but nowadays It Is the other way about. The
United States census reports show
for the registration states a rural
mortality slightly lees than that of
the cities. The difference is so small
that equal efficiency of registration
would give the lead 'to rural districts.
The testimony of the census Is,
however, open to serious question,
lor the census reports place the apex
of the seasonal curve in June and
July, which means that this part of
the mortality account includes much
beside cerebro spinal fever.
The stir about the disease is liveliest In New York, whose great population will yield Impressive figures.
It seems probable that
the smaller
populations,
living In neighboring
towns and villages and in the rurnl
districts, are sufferng a higher relative mortality, and that, too, under
conditions In some respects more favorable for the solution of its mysteries than the experience of greater

New York will offer.
icine.

American

Med-

Refuses Pay for Writings.
A. E. Houseman, professor of Latin
In the University college, London, Is
a writer of verses which have won
praise from able critics. He consistently refuses to accept pay for his
work. An American magazine recently printed fragments from a book he
printed and sent him a check, which
was returned with thanks.

Ambassador Seeks Transferment.
Austro'llungariau Ambassador
Is making an earnest effort
to have his government transfer him
from Washington to a European post.
The climate here in the winter does
not agree with him, and, moreover,
he finds life lu the larger European
cities more to his taste than in the
American capital.
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"the blues." secure at once a bottle

Lydin E. Pinkham's Vegetable
pound und begin its use.
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DEATH IN TRAILING SKIRT

PROSPEROUS SECTION OF KANSAS
SWEPT BY DEADLY TORNADO

Danger That Lurks in Present Day Obedience
to Fashion's Whim
The following short story from the
Woman's Journal Is very timely In the
warning given against trailing skirU:
Only a little dust, almost Imperceptible dust, caught on the rug on the
floor of the handsome hall.
It was a Turkish rug, lying on the
perfectly waxed, hardwood floor, In a
I'all where neatness seemed to reign
along with all the appointments of
wealth.

But there was that almost Imperceptible dust. How did It come there?
If you had ears that could hear its
voices it would tell you. It would
say that it had clutched a fold on the
beautiful lndy's gown and come In
from the street.
It was a beautiful gown as well as a
gown,
beautiful lady a tailor-madand its fashionable bias flounce trailed
stylishly on the ground.
Everything was stylish about the
lady,
from
her fair face, with
rather deep circles below the eyes, to
her slender and handsome walking
shoes. She walked trailing her gown
properly, dust or no dust. Indeed, she
ignored the dust of the street; but will
the dust Ignore her?
Let us listen, If she will not, for
this almost Imperceptible dust moves
and acts with fearful force, and if we
listen possibly we may understand its
language.
Soon after coming in on the beautiful lady's gown, other steps followed
and other gowns helped to move the
dust along farther into the house: but
it had a fancy for the beautiful lady.
Her frailness attracted it and It followed her to the bed chamber. Her
feet had never trod the loathsome
precincts whence It came, but It came
to her on her gown.
Soon there came to the chamber a
little child, a sweet, rosy cherub. In
its romping it stirred the dust about.
Then the dust began to be separated, being formed of many particles
and these talked among themselves.
As they talked they danced back and
forth, waltzing, swirling, capering,
with every motion of the child and its
mamma, the beautiful lady.
A scientist could have understood
them if he had caught some of them
under his microscope. He would have
called
them "germs." With what
alarm he would have recognized the
diphtheritic, and with what dismay
would he have seen the tuberculous
germ approaching the frail lady.
Back and forth, dancing, capering,
waltzing, the germs kept time while
baby, in Its mother's arms, said, as
thousands of other little ones were
saying
e

at

every woman should wear sensible
skirts entirely clearing tne grouid.
This will entirely eliminate this great
avenue of tuberculosis Invasion.
A

time.

When night came again, thousands
of little voices sent up the baby prayers, but this one-- was gasping out its
little life on mamma's bosom destroyed by a germ.
A yellow card at the front door
warned all comers against diphtheria.
The beautiful lady vainly sought
health for a year or more, then found
rest "beyond the sorrow and the parting."
"Broken hearted," It was said.
"Found death in the dust of the
A vicstreet," said the microscope.
tim of the long skirt.
Fashion and Consumption.
In all American cities and most of
the larger towns promiscuous expectoration is prohibited. There are ordinances and rules against spitting in
public conveyances, on the floors of
assembly halls and on the sidewalks.
Of necessity, however, this cannot bo
prevented In the gutters and on the

pavements.
By educating the tuberculosis patient himself In regard to his duty to
his fellow citizen much more can be
A careful consumptive is a
done.
good citizen; a careless consumptive
Is an enemy to society and the r.tate.
Even with the civil and
precautions, the dust of the highway
and crossings is teeming with various
disease germs. It Is practically Impossible to eliminate theBe beds of
filth. In the cleanest streets such colonies of germs are present.
The use of long, dragging skirts on
the average highway Is the height of
It is absolutely
folly. It is worse.
dangerous. The sweeping cloth picks
up dust and dampened particles carThey are
rying tubercular germs.
thus transplanted into the very household. In this simply yet sadly effective way, the children, so carefully
guarded, are exposed to the dreadetl
The entire family, satisfied
plague.
with their fancied security, are
stunned when tuberculosis claims one
of their loved ones.
It nn.y not strike the family circles.
The household servants may be affected. Many of the deaths of domestics have their explanation. The mistress, after a shopping tour, leaves
skirt for the maid
her
to clean. In the cloud of dust arising
from tbe brush the fatal bacillus
The girl, already weakened
lurks.
from too long hours indoors, sucA few weeks later she Is
cumbs.
forced to slop work and waste away
In hopeless dependence on her overburdened family or at public expense.
Another girl Is tasty obtained and
the careless mistress never suspects
any connection between her fooish
fashion and the doomed domestic's
ad fate.

Expectoration on the streets can
never be stopped. The streets cannot
be kept clean. But thlB can be done
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Vegetable.
Entree
Roast Imperial.
Vegetable
Scalloped Potatoes.
.Chopped Cablinge.
Macaroni with Tomato Sauce.
Stewed Vegetable Oysterg.
Breads
Graham Bread.
Cream Crisps.
Dessert
Steamed Fig Budding with Lemon Sauce.

The American Heart.
We have heard much about the
American stomach and the American
nerves, but we are just awakening to
a discovery that there is being rapidly
developed a form of heart disease
which, If not peculiar to America, may
at least be said to be more prevalent
In this country than In any other part
of the world. The
resulting from the use of tobacco and
alcohol and from a sedentary life on
the one hand, and extremely violent
exertion on the other hand. Is no longer a rare condition, but has come to
be one of the most common affections
with which the physician has to deal.
A large proportion of the men rejected In the army examinations are refused on account of heart weakness.
A large proportion of the public men
who die suddenly die as a result of
the failure of the heart. The same
may be said also of many of the
cases in which the cause of death is
reported to be pneumonia, typhoid fever and other affections in which special strain is brought to bear upon the
heart, and in which the failure of the
organ to meet the emergency is one of
the most common causes of death. The
cigar, the cigarette and the pipe are
probably the most common cause of
this growing frequency of cardiac affections; but the neglect of physical
exercise, overeating, the use of condiments and excesses of all sorts are
also to a large degree responsible for
the rapid inciease of this grave malady.
heart-weaknes- s

Marquette, ,Kan., suffered the worst
from the storm. In the town and im-

awoke, maimed

and bleeding,

to find

themselves buried in the ruins of their
were homes. Rescuers worked with lan- mediate vicinity twenty-ninkilled and more than 100 more or less terns for several hours, caring for the
injured.
sufferers.
The tornado threw the town into a
The storm swept a clean swath 100
panic, wrecked scores of buildings yards wide through the town, destroyand did much damage In the country ing the Methodist and Lutheran
near by. Many of the victims were churches the opera house and many
killed as they lay asleep; others dwellings.
THE PACE THAT KILLS.

Physician's Arraignment of Our Modern Society.
Physicians in New York have been
startled by the alarming increase in
the number of sudden deaths due
chiefly to heart disease. Dr. Glrdner,
author of "New Yorkitis," makes a
short-cu- t
to the real cause of this
mortality when he says: "New Yorkers are driving themselves like beasts
of burden. They are working like
dynamos all day, and playing like
Idiots at night." To use an old phrase,
they are going "the pace that kills."
We cannot lead the strenuous life
without paying for It. We may work
too hard, eat too fast, play Irrationally, sleep too little If we wish; but
nature demands its equivalent. Nervous strain means a weakened heart
SOME WHOLESOME RECIPES.
and other organic troubles often a
And all for what?
Vegetable Soup. Simmer together sudden death.
someone else In
to excel
slowly for three or four hours, in five Merely
quarts of water, a quart of split pens, money getting or In climbing the soa slice of carrot, a slice of white tur- cial ladder.
If a man must work like a dynamo
nip, one cup of canned tomatoes and
two stalks of celery cut into small all day he ought not to be an idiot at
bits. When done, rub through a col- night. And If he plays the Idiot soander, add milk to make of proper con- cially he should not be a business
sistency, reheat, season with salt and dynamo. He may stand one or the
other and die from old age; but if he
cream, and serve.
tries them, both it won't be long beRoast Imperial.
Mix together
cup of lentil pulp (prepared by fore something will break. The dyrubbing
lentils through a namo may burn out or the Idiocy bef
cup of pease pulp, come permanent.
colander),
The fact that we are living too fast
f
cup tit English walnuts, and
for New York has no monopoly on
season to taste with sage and salt.
the strenuous life Is not deduced
an oiled baking dish
Inch Oeep with the mixture. Pack in from sudden deaths alone. Nervous
loosely a dressing made from the fol- strain means accidents, suicide, somelowing ingredients:
Four slices of times even murder.
Is the game worth the candle? Is
zwieback, steamed until softened,
cup of hot cream, sage and salt any fortune or social position that
egg. Mix man can attain compensation for a
to taste, and one
together lightly with a fork. Cover combination of dynamo and idiot?
closely with peas, lentil and nut mix- "What shall It profit a man if he gain
ture. Spread over the top thick cream, the whole' world und lose his own
bake in a moderate oven until firm soul?" Chicago Post.
enough to cut into slices. Serve with
BUREAU
HEAD OF IMPORTANT
cranberry saucn or fruit jelly.
Scalloped Potatoes. Pare the potatoes and slice thin; put them in lay- Recent Appointment Is Promotion for
William C. Fox.
ers in an earthen pudding dish, dredging each layer lightly with flour, add
The appointment of William
salt, and pour over all enough good, to the directorship of the bureau of
rich mi'k to coer well. Cover, and American republics, to fill the vacancy
bake rather slowly till tender, remov- made by the appointment of W. W.
ing the cover just long enough before Rockhill as United States minister to
the potatoes are done, to brown nice- China, has been announced. Mr. Fox
ly. If preferred, a little less milk may has been with the bureau since 1898.
be used, and a cup of thin cream add- prior to which time he was consul at
ed when the potatoes are nearly done.
Chopped Cabbage. Take one pint of
finely chopped cabbage; pour over it
a dressing made of three tablespoon-fulof lemon juice, two tablespoonfuls
of sugar, and a half cup of whipped
cream, thoroughly beaten together in
the order named. This iB also nice
served Fimply with sugar and diluted

BRANDEGEE.

GOES

Successor to Late

O. H.

Congressman Frank

TO

SENATE

Piatt of
B.

Brandegee.

who has been chosen to succeed the
late Senator O. H. Piatt in the United

States senate, represents the Third
Connecticut district in the national
house of representatives.
He is a
Yale graduate, and while at Yale
pulled the bow oar in the varsity boat
crew. He was elected to the legislature twelve years ago, and in 189S

one-hal-

f

f

one-hal-

well-beate-

s

lemon juice.
Macaroni With Tomato Sauce.
macaroni Into inch lengths,
Break
enough to make one cup, and drop
Into boiling water. Let it boil until

perfectly tender. In the meantime,
prepare the sauce by rubbing a pint
of stewed or canned tomatoes through
a colander to remove all seeds and
fragments. Heat to boiling, thicken
with a little flour; a tablespoonful to
the pint will be about the requisite
Add

a half cup of very

thin sweet cream and one teaspoonful
Dish the macaroni in indiof salt.
vidual dishes, and serve with a small
quantity of the Bauce poured over
each dish.

Steamed Fig Pudding. Moisten two
cupfuls of finely grated Graham bread
crumbs with half a cup of thin sweet
Mix Into It a heaping cupful
cream.
of finely chopped fresh figs, and a
quarter of a cup of sugar. Add lastly
a ctip of sweet milk. Turn all into a
pudding dish, and steam about two
f
hours. Serve as soon a
and
done with a lemon sauce prepared as
Heat to boiling in a double
follows:
boiler a pint of water In which are
two slices of lemon, and stir into it a
dessert Bpoonful of cornstarch; cook
four or five minutes, or until it thickens. Squeeze the juice from one large
one-hal-

of
lemon, and mix It with
a cup of sugar. Add thlB to the cornstarch mixture, and allow the whole
to boll up once, stirring constantly;
then take from the fire. Leave in
double boiler, surrounded by the hot
water, for ten minutes. Cool to blood
iwo-tblrd- s

tti

heat before serving.

1,

:

for thirteen
Brunswick, Germany,
years, being appointed by President
Grant.
Horses.
Nurses Worn-Ou- t
The princess of Wied, who Is a
prominent figure In the court circle at
Berlin and whose husband Is In the
line of succession to the throne of Holland, has developed a curious but humane hobby, in which only one of her
great wealth could Indulge. She inn
horses that come to
all tbe
her notice and gives them the benefit
staof a stay In her
bles. A period of rest and kind treatment usually restores the unfortunate
animals to good condition and puts
Hunthem In working order again.
horses have endreds of broken-dowjoyed the princess' hospitality and
have left the equine santtarlum "as
good as new."

try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
pound; mil i OKL ana I Improved steadily in
health, and in less than two years a beautiful
child came to Mess our home. Now we have
something to live for, and all the credit ii
due to Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

."'

Mrs

Mae P. Wharrv, Secretary of
the North Shore Oratorical Society,
The Norman, Milwaukee, Wis., writex
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:
" I was married for five years and gavs
birth to two premature children. Lydia E.

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound was recommended to me, and I am so glad I took it, for
it changed me from a weak, nervous woman
to a gtroinr. haimv and hpftlt.hv one wifliiti
seven months.
Within two years a lovely
little girl was horn, which is the pride anil
joy of our household. Every day 1 tiler
Lvdia E Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for
the light, health and happiness it brought to
our Home."

If any woman thinks she is sterile,
or has doubts about her ability to carry
a child to a mature birtli let her writs
to Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass., whoso
advice is free to all expectant or
would-bmothers. She has helped
thousands of women through this anxe

ious period.
Women suffering with irregular or
painful menstruation, leueorrhoea, dis-

placement, ulceration or inflammation
that bearing down feeling or ovarian trouble, backache, bloating or nervous prostration, should remember that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound holds the record for
the greatest number of actual cures
of woman's ills, and accept no substitute.
of the womb,

Mrs.

PinkJr-n'-

Advice and Medicine.

s
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Many women long for a child to bless
homes, but because of some debility or displacement of the female
organs they are barren.
Preparation for healthy maternity is
accomplished by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound more successfully
than by any other medicine, because it
gives tone and strength to the entire
female organism, curing all displacements, ulceration and inflammation.
A woman who is in good physical
Condition transmit- - to
i.i
blessings of a good constitution
Is
not that an incentive to prepare for a
healthy maternity ?
If expeutant mothers would fortify
themselves with Lydia K. Pinkliam's
Vegetable Compound, which for thirty
years has sustained thousands of
women in this condition, there would
be a great decrease In miscarriages, in
suffering, and in disappointments at
birth.
The following letters to Mrs. Pink-hademonstrate the power of Lydia
E. Piukhuin's Vegetable Compound in

their

uch cases.
Mrs. L. C. Glover,
of
Milwaukee Business Woman's Association, of 614 Grove Street, Miljwaukee,
Wis., writes
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:
" I was married for several years
and no
children blessed our borne. The doctor said
I had a complication of female troubles and
I could not have auv children unless I could
be cured. For mouths I took his medicines,
trying in vain for a cure, but at last my husband became disgusted and suggested "that I
any Women Have Been Benefited by

well-cooke- d

proportion.

Actual Sterility in Women Is Very Rare Healthy
Mothers and Children Make Happy Homes.

Vegetarian Dinner.

one-hal-

"Now I lay me down to sleep.
I pray the Lord my soul to keep;
If I should die before I wake,
I pray the Lord my soul to lake."
This baby was saying it for the last

I

MOTHERH O O D

was chosen speaker of the Connecticut
house. His father had held the same
office in the legislature and was congressman during the civil war.
Indifference to War's Horrors.
It would take a psychologist to explain why all the world shudders at
the blotting out of St. Pierre or the
drowning out of a Johnstown
and
gladly puts its hand in its purse in
order to aid the survivors, while today It regards the far greater loss of
life in Manchuria with comparative
equanimity the excuse for a few
banal remarks. Let natural forces but
triumph over and destroy a few thousand human beings and everybody
groans. But If your supposedly civilized nations set their hundreds of
thousands to smashing of skulls, blowing each other to pieces and wholesale
maiming we merely speculate as to
whether the losses are proportionately
greater than in other battles, or
whether this Is the largest slaughter
of men on record, and even bet on the
exact date when Harbin is likely to
Why this distinction when it
fall.
comes to the taking of human life en
masse. New 1 rk Evening Post.
Children

of the Slums.

Their chances of existence are
small In the midsl of the unsanitary
horrors of the slums; their chances
of a happy, healthy childhood and a
successful, honorable future are almost nil. But they are coming into
the world by thousands; the people
who have the most excuse for race
suicide have ever the least inclination
toward it. In the slums the children
swarm; they die like flies or live
worse than beasts, shut up In festering hotbeds of misery, disease and
crime.
And God's great, generous
acre, where they might thrive' and
grow well and sweet and beautiful and
strong, He barren and deserted In the
sunshine often held by
who gained them by fraud. To
bring them together these landless
children and these childless lands
would be a work to immortalize any
millionaire alive. Cleveland leader.
Soldiers of Various Nations.
Of all great nations
the United
States of America have in their peacetime standing army the smallust number of soldiers In proportion to extent
of population, namely, one soldier to
every 1,000 citizens. The opposite extreme, curiously enough, is reached by
another republic France which has
one soldier for every seventy-twof
Italy has one soldier
its population.
to every 100 subjects; Germany, one
.
to 107;
one to 125,
and Great Britain, one soldier to every
225 subjects. Belgium, having a population of not more than 7,000,000,
has one soldier to every 130 inhabitants. Russia has one soldier to
every 140 of its subjects; Japan, ouu
to b0.
Austro-Hungary-
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"Rolling pin? Yes, sir;
made of glass; the latest
"But, good lord, man) that
probably break and cut my
pieces! "

here's one
thing out.'

thing would
head all to

In a Pinch, Use ALLEN'S
powder. It cures pamlul, smarting, nervfeet and ingrowing nails. It's the
greatest comfort discovery of the age.
Makes new shoes easy. A certain cure for
sweating feet. Sold by all druggists, 25c.
Trial package FREE. Address A. S.
Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
A

ous

When two
one It Homelimes
flappeiiN that the inlxKinar one will never
'be nilKaed.
To the housewife who has not yet
oei'ume acquainted with the new things
of everyday use In the market and
who Is reasonably satisfied with the
old. we would suggest that a trial of
Defiance Cold Water Starch be made
at once. Not alone because It Is guaranteed by the manufacturers to be superior to any other brand, but because
each 10c package cuntalns 16 ozs.,
while all the other kinds contain but
12 ozs.
It Is safe to say that the lady
who one uses Defiance Starch will use
no other. Quality and quantity must
win.
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The A. E, MEEK TRUNK & BAG MFB CO.
K'07 icth St.. Denver, Colo. Write for eating.
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Eat abliahed Id Colorado, 1866. Samples by mail or
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"Wasn't it dreadful!"
"Yes."
"Did she know it?"
"Probably not."
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J. H. WILSON STOCK SADDLES
your dealer ni them. Take r o other.
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"How did he huppeu to marry that
wonmn?" "Her voice won him." "Why,
ahe can't upeuk u word. Bhe'ti a mute."
"Well!"

bit that way!"

Auk

Kuroneun plan, 91.50 and upward.

Deafness Cannot Be Cured

foot-bul-

F AM CUTS

BROWN PALACE

local applications, as they cannot reach tha
portion of the ear. There la only one way to
care deafoesa, and that I by
remedlf
Deafuraa la ctused by an Inflamed condition of tho
nucuus lining of the Kiutachlan Tube. When thla
la
you
a
tube
Inflamed
have rumbllnv Round or lm
perfect hearluif.and when It la entirely closed. Deaf
oeat Is the result, and unleaa the Inflammation can be
taken out and thla tube reatored to ita normal condition. beartOaT will be destroyed forever; nine caaea
oat of ten are caused by atarrb, which Is nothing
but an Inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We wlllitlveOue Hundred Dollars for auv rasa of
Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be cures'
by Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
CO., Toledo, O.
F. .1. CUENKY
Tan,
old ht Ilmpa-lsts- ,
Take Hall's Family fllla for constipation.
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St.. Denver. Colo.
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very clever men
ceited." "Oh, I don't know.

ORDER CARLSON S ICE CREAM

WRITE G. E. ADY & CO.

They tell us that we eat too fast;
The danger is but small.
If trusts hold out until the last
We may not eat at all.
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known make
furnace or range. Qeo. A.
i'uilen. I'd'dl Laurence, Denver. I'lione 726.
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Hardmirr St Iron Co.. 1Mb ft Wave. Ietivtr.
TIIK C. W. I'AIH OKNM K WOKKN CO.
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Hammocks, Camp Furniture, Kin un.
1C21 Lawrence
St., Denver, Colorado.
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1417 California
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It beats anything how a girl whose
stockings fit her well is never afraid
of a hammock that bucks like a
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PAINFULSCIATICA

RIOTING IN STREETS OF
CHICAGO DURING STRIKE

EVERY BUTTERER WANTS THE VERT
QUICKEST CURE.

WHAT SHE CAN DO.

For all this talk of man's liberty
and woman's slavery she can do some
tblngs he can't do.
She can wear her hat on one ear
without being suspected of a convivial disposition.
She can Fay a thing one day and
rontradlct it the next, and no one will
call her a prevaricator.

Three-yeat-ol-

She can shed tears on the slightest
provocation, which will merely prove
to people that she is tender-hearteand sympathetic.
She can be as Inconsistent as an
April sky, and her Instability will be

thought charming.

She can look openly Into every mirror she passes without being accused
of more than a natural feminine Interest In her appearance.
She can spend a good deal of time
considering her clothes nnd prinking
up her person, and who shall, say that
It is not a proper attribute of her sex
to be beautiful?
She can wheedle a man into rcoct
anything by artful methods, and never
lose her reputation for artless sincerity.
She can succumb to all the little
weaknesses of womankind, such as
jealousy, vanity, trickery, inconsistency and infantility and
all these things will be smiled at and
condoned as enhancing her femininity.

PIOT AT SOUTH

,TTP
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cupcYDmevrro non umnnnTs

Whereas if a man did any of these
things he would be spelled In capital
letters as Frivolous, Unstable, Weak,
Vain, Untruthful, Foppish, Hypocritical, Flirtatious, Mean, Fake and Silly.
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Oh, Femininity, what a curlou
thing thou art. that thou shouldst 09
The contest at Chicago between the pal street crossings of the city, where
accounted as covering such a multi Employers' Association and the strik- a caravan of wagons driven by imported negroeB Is interfered with by the
ing Teamsters' union has been marktude of sins! Philadelphia Bulletin.
ed by much violence. Our illustration union men on strike. Public opinion
depicts a scene at one of the princl- - condemns the importation of negroes.
BY THE STAGE MANAGER.
An "angel" and his money are soon
parted.
Evil

genues.

associations corrupt good In

The proof of the lying
press agent.

Is

tht

In

word to the wise leading ladj
a dangerous thing.

A
Is

It's a wise musical comedy tha)
knows its own father.
The course of the true "deadhead"
never did run smooth.
A play In the prompter's hand li
worth twelve In the author's.

Where there's a polite box
treasurer there's a treasure.
A
mash-note-

offlc

matinee Idol Is known by th
he doesn't answer.

s

And
Actors are born, not made.
when they can't be borne they star

It's better to have "starred" and
failed than never to have starred al
JL

Where there's a manager's will
there's a prima donna's way to break
It. New York Press.
POINTED

PARAGRAPHS.

A woman who has no diamonds
siders them vulgar.

con-

An artificial kiss Is the kind one
woman inflicts on another.

Even poor advice Is legal
when handed out by a lawyer.

tendei

A Judge charges the jury, but tht
other fellow pays the freight.

The business of the successful trust
promoter Is founded upon the "rocks."
Don't gef too close to your friends
or they might accidentally step on
you.
A woman who attempts to cook according to her husband's ideas is apt
to make a mess of it. Chicago News.

FROM THE
Is

PENCIL'S POINT.

Ijove may be blind
a fine oculist.

but marriage

Men sow wild oats but Borne
an cften has to reap them.

wom-

The hand that rocks the cradle Is
too ofteu the hand that rocks the boat
may be a mere habit,
but it Is In no danger of being "broken," at all events.
Money-makin-

Sir. Donovan Tblnka the Hfm.dv TTaed by
Remerkabla fturrwu
Him with Rtu-the Heat Cared by Fir '
" Men who have to do difficult and
dangerous work on electric Hues t any,
"Look for the best In others, and hour of day or night, can't afford to have
"The conditions of success in life
are the possession of Judgment, ex- that will bring out the best In your- anything the matter with their health,"!
said Mr. Donovan. You can imagine,!
perience. Initiative and character."
self."
onei
"There is nothing so kingly as kind"A laugh Is worth a hundred groans therefore, how much I wns alarmed
winter's day in 1902, when I Was seized1
ness, and nothing so royal as truth." on any market."
just behind my right hip that
"The secret of life is not to do
"There Is no bondage like the bond- by n paindifficult
for me to walk home,
made
it
enage
to self, none other that so
what one likes, but to try to like what
so bad by the time I reached the,
was
It
one has to do."
slaves."
obliged to go straight
telephoned her
"Miss
"If love Is life and hate is death, house that I was
father for a pound of candy because how can spite benefit? It is easier to to "bed."
Did that relieve yon?"
mar than to mend."
her mother had spanked her."
'
the pain grew more severe nnd
"People who make it a business to keptNo,
"Industry is cheap. It is laziness
extending downward along my leg.
that costs. It has cost many a per- kill time are allowing tlm to kill I sent for a physicinn, and ho soon deson a bright career."
them."
cided that I lind scintica. In a few days
"It Is only In our prosperity that the whole
"The ability to turn stumbling-block- s
nerve was affected, and the
Into stepping stones Is ottos we throw our friends overboard."
brought on terrible
movement
least
worth more in a pinch than a fat "Sleep that knits up the ravell'd agony."
purse."
sleeve of care.
"Did yonr condition improve under
"Be happy over something every The death of each day's life, tired the doctor's treatment?"
day, for the brain Is a thing of habit."
labor's bath.
" Quite the contrary. At thg end of
"Remember, life must needs be Balm of hurt minds, great nature's two mouths I wasn't a bit better, and at
second course.
undergone, and cannot be expressed
times I feared that I would never be
Chief nourlsher in life's feast."
save in the living."
able to leave my bed."
" How did you get ont again ?"
ONE OF LABOR'S HEROES.
" When I was lying in bed, unable to
CHANGED COLOR OF SNOW.
move and wasting away in flesh, a friend
Incident Shows Resourcefulness of How Timothy Quintan Gave Up His visited me and told me about the wonLife For Others.
Henry Irving.
derful cures brought about by a great
While discussing a proposed law of blood and nerve remedy, Dr. Williams'
Two actors were dining together in
a New York restaurant. They had or- Congress to provide for the recogni- Piuk Pills. He strongly urged mo to try
tion of acts of heroism, Edward A. them, and I luckily h..d sense enough to
dered, for their salad course, artiMoseley, secretary of the Interstate take his advice."
chokes. The waiter came and said:
" Did you mend quickly?"
"Gentlemen, I regret that we are Commerce Commission, paid a high
" Yes, that was the nstonishing thing.
tribute to the bravery of employes in
out of artichokes."
"Then snow brown," said one of the the railway train service. Among rail- I noticed a slight improvement before I
actors. In other words, send to the way employes examples of heroism hnd quite uuished the first box of the
market and get some artichokes for of the highest type are of almost dally pills, I could get out of bed while I was
occurrence. A few lines In the news- on the third box, anil I wns entirely
us."
cured by the time I had tnken five boxes. "
The waiter bowed and withdrew paper and then they are forgotten.
Mr, Joseph A. Donovan is living at
following
The
(he
asked:
Mr.
actor
extract
from
other
and
address
illustrates the Plaistow, New Hampshire, and is line
"What did you mean my 'snowing Moseley's
inspector for the Haverhill, Newtou and
brown?' You told the waiter to snow point :
"Who remembers the heroic deed ol Plaistow Electric Street Railway. Dr.
brown. What did you mean by It?"
Williams' Piuk Pills are the remedy to
"I meant 'don't give up. Persevere. the humble switchman. Timothy Quln-lawho gave up his life on Feb. 27, use when the blood isthin, asiunnamiia;
Don't fail. Do something or other,'"
or impure, as in rheumatism; or when
said the first actor. 'Snow brown' has 1904, in saving the Lake Shore Limitor
meant that ever since the first year ed and its cargo of human freight the nerves are weak, as in neuralgia;
or when
paralysis;
partial
lifeless,
as
iu
of
management
from
Irving's
was
destruction?
Henry
The train
of Sir
as
body as a whole is
bearing down upon an open switch at the
the Lyceum Theater.
in general debility. They are sold by
a
drama
producing
Ugjtning
speed; an awful catastrophe nil druggists.
"Sir Henry was
that demanded, In one scene, large seemed Inevitable; Quinlan saw the
cut
paper,
danger, and while there was not one
quantities of snow. White
Record of Voices.
fine and packed In a great number of chance In a thousand that he would be
museum, London, has
The
British
little bags of brown paper, was given able to avert the impending catastro- decided to collect and keep gramoto two men perched up aloft and they phe without, sacrificing his own life, phone records of the voices of tho
Ho most eminent singers and publicists.
were told to snow hard and fast from he hesitated not an instant.
the scene's beginning till the curtain leached the open switch and threw it They will be for the use of posterity.
fairly under the pilot of the onrushing The "master records" will be of nickel
dropped.
From
and practically Indestructible.
"The men obeyed this order too engine.
"The train, with its precious human these playing records can be stamped
well. They snowed too hard and fast.
Before the scene's end they found cargo, rushed on in safety, but what at will.
The
their white paper running out. So of brave Timothy Quinlan?
ITCHING SCALP HUMOR.
their snowstorm became feebler and momentum of the train was so great
feebler and finally it ceased altogeth- that it picked up his body and fairly
threw It onto an adjoining track di- Lady Suffered Tortures Until Cured
er.
by Cuticura Scratched Pay
rectly in front of a moving engine, and
"The hero's next speech was:
and Night.
" 'I cannot see your face, dear heart, in an instant all that remained of
brave Timothy Quinlan was a manfor these blinding flakes of snow.
"My scalp was covered with little
"And no snow, not a drop, was fall- gled, bleeding mass of human flesh
pimples and I suffered tortures from
ing.
and bones."
the Itching. I was scratching all day
"Sir Henry rushed like the wind to
and night, and I could get no rest. I
NO CONTRACTING FOR HIM.
the two supers.
washed my head with hot water and
"'Where's your snow?' he demandToo Many Things to Think Of, Says Cuticura Soap and then applied the
ed.
Cuticura Ointment as a dressing. One
" 'We have no more white paper,'
the Man Who Watched.
Over on the east side of the federal box of the Ointment and one cake of
they answered.
Soap cured me. Now my
"'Then snow brown, yon fools! building a whistle blew, says the Kan- Cuticura
sas City Journal, one man started a head is entirely clear and my hairCu-is
Snow brown!" cried Sir Henry."
noisy little engine, another on the growing splendidly. I have used
ALIVE.
BURIAL
ground pulled a rope, still another on ticura Soap ever since, and shall nevPREVENT
TO
Ada C.
the annex roof pulled another line, a er be without It. (Signed)
St., Jersey City,
309 Grand
There Is One Simple but Certain Test mason stood on the corner of an un- Smith,
to Prove Death.
finished tower and
and N. J."
No reasonable person doubts that three other workmen got from under
The men who won't respect gray hairs
t
burial alive is common, if not frequent while the big crane swung fn a
Oh, how we do deBplse 'em!
says the New York Press. The United
radius with a small slab of sawed He most of all, who won't respect
fact,
the
attests
office
patent
hanging
stone
ninetyat the end of its
States
His own gray hairs, but dyes 'em.
for our inventive geniuseB are on rec- foot cable.
sedulously
most
Finally the stone w;.s In place and
ord as having tried
Private Car Lines.
to construct devices that would Indi- the man who had been watching the
The railroads seem very willing to
doubt
of
operation hunted up an audience and have the private car lines brought
cate beyond the possibility
unbosomed himself.
the certain end of all.
under the jurisdiction of the Intertest"No general contracting In mine," state Commerce Commission.
There are various methods of
A raildestroydread
of
the
presence
he
said.
"I
how
see
can
they
don't
ing the
road president is authority for the
to
the
mirror
a
holding
money
any
make
as
er, such
and keep out of the statement that lines are paid mileage,
violent ward. lxok at the things without discrimination, and the quesnose or mouth, feeling the pulse, setchest
on
the
water
they've got to think about. Take this tion of excessive charges Is a matter
ting a vessel of
placing the ear to the heart (or the mun over there with the federal con- for the shipper to settle with the car
of
the
tract. How's he going to know six lines, so long as there is no law to
stethoscope), scorching the sole
foot with a hot Iron, opening a vein, men will be Idle ton minutes while govern their rates. Car mileage paylooking at the glazed eye, taking the that fellow gets his rope and tongs ad- ing has been decided to be as legal as
justed? How does he know the wind's the payment of rental for property.
temnerature at the palate, etc.
Setting putrefaction aside, the only-saf- going to be In the southwest and keep
Miss Flirty Your husband tried to
them that much longer? That's two
and sure test of death is a greenhours' work for oue man gone. Then kiss me last night. Mrs. DaBh Ah!
ish or bluish coloration of the abdomiWell,
abdomen
he's not particular when he's
the water boy fell down and got his
nal parietes, the wall of the
case clothes wet. He's got to figure that been drinking.
This sign is never absent In any wantboy's time for the rest of the day
of true death and is constantly
Many Children Are Sickly.
ing In those In whi' h death Is only ap- while he dries himself.
"It takes briins to get a little old Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children,
parent. Every other sign may or
piece of work In place nsed by Mother Gray, a nurse in Children's
may not be present, but this one never
Home, New York, Cure Feverishness, Headfalls, and may be perfectly relied on without losing money."
ache, Stomach Troubles, Teething Disorders, Break up Colds and Destroy Worms.
She Knew How.
The Too Gentle Barber.
At all Druggists' ,25c Sample mailed FR EE.
Darky help is tho despair of every Address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Koy, N. Y.
"Never again that barber for me,"
grumbled the steady patron as he Southern matron. But of all the darky
help In Dixie, Billy was the worst. Tell
"Bless his little heart!" exclaimed
paid his check and deliberately Ignored the customary tip to the "tonsorial him on Monday to do a chore, and the the fond mother, as the squalling baby
on the floor; "Molly, run out an'
artist" who had Just finished shaving following Monday he would reply that rolled
kill a rattlesnake an' git a rattle for
him. The "artist" in question was a he "done been spekllatln' " about It.
him."
Mrs. Branson, who gave him his
new man, and the proprietor was
hoard and wage In return for hypothenaturally solicitous.
Lewis' "Single Binder" straight Seoigar.
"Razor too dull?" he queried anx- tical work, had vowed many a time The highest price &c cigar to the dealer
"jeB'
and
lazy
wouldn't
the highest quulity for the smoker.
have
that
she
that
iously.
nigger around if she knew where she Lewis' Factory, Peoria, 111.
"Nope."
could get another," but somehow Billy
"Any Inattention?"
is the root of most people's
stayed. At last, after the advent of a dlseoatent
"Quite the contrary."
new girl In the kitchen, Mrs. Branson
"Rough treatment?"
Pleo'a Cure caunot be too hlghlj apoken of as
noticed a reformation in her pet trial. a cough cure. J. W. O'llBIM, IBS TMrU Ave.
"No hang It! That's Just the trou'ble. He's too gentle. Treated me as She could not account for It until, be- N., Minneapolis, Mlnr., Jun. U, iiwu.
though I were a baby. Hardly felt ing in the yard one day, she heard the
Only a sort man nude any pleasure la
the touch of the razor on my race, cook calling him from the kitchen. spreading; himself.
Billy
toilet
and
was
in
bay
the
rum
barn.
and he put on the
Mrs. Vinelow'e Soothing- Hjn (Tuom
"Say, yo' worfless trash," the cook
water as though I were made of some
tap
leaiuiutt. rieoi iDagiira
was calling, "did you eveh klos a real aawiuaUuu, allajri pain, curat wladoullu
delicate fabric.
"When I get shaved I want to feel black culled lady?"
Things a man run t do without are
Billy raised his head and grinned.
thorns in hia path.
that I'm being shaved. This dainty,
"I shuah done so," he answered.
featherwelgr. . business doesn't go for
"Well, den, when you done fotch In
me particularly when I've been sitting up late In a little game of draw an a inn ii of wood I'm goln' to give
you a chance to kiss another."
and need to get the blood circulatIsn't it queer that Solomon
Billy waited on no second bidding,
ing."
to and Mrs. Bronson held the secret of
didn't know tea!
j
"Well, some folks Is hard
nionao" said the proprietor as the the change. The cook knew how.
A free lunch counter needa no
Lipplncott's.
left the stop.

ALL

DONE

BY

"MACHINE."

of Race Determined by the
Number and Efficiency.
Civilization from its very inception
says David
has been "machine-made.- "
Graham Phillips in the Reader Magazine. It began when our remote ancestor snatched the bough ot a tree
and decided thenceforth to walk erect,
using the bough as Btaff and club-t- hat
Every tool of
Is, as a machine.
every kind has been a machine, and
the progress of the race has been
determined by the number and efficiency of its machines, both those designed to compel peace and those designed to further the arts of peace.
If you wish to measure the actual
value of any civilization value in

Progress

producing healthy minds

In

healthy

MANCHURIA

AFTER

Future of Province

THE

WAR.

Promises to

Be

Magnificent One.
Writing of the probable developments In Manchuria when the present
war In the east shall have closed, a
critic says: "First of all, Manchuria,
with its vast capacity, is but sparsely
peopled.
Therefore, the Immigration
of Chinese Into Manchuria, too long
discouraged by Pekin, will be utilized
to create a mighty barrier against
future aggression from the Amur. In
the shape of multitudes of stalwart
yellow men. Had this been done long
ago Russia. In place of deserts, empty
steppes and great, lonely rivers, would
have been mel by a teeming population, which would have made it Impossible for It to push southward to

Port Arthur.
"Japan's future policy Is io see that
machines. Why? Because the ma- these vast solitudes of virgin soil are
chine represents the effort of man to thickly colonized by Chinese, with a
adjust himself to his environment, his Judicious loaven of her own people,
It gives officials, soldiers, advisers and traders.
environment to himself.
power to him, whoever he may be; Under these conditions the future of
that learns to use It; it leaves him Manchuria should be a magnificent
who does not avail himself of its aid, one.
"In a few years It might easily be
whether through Idleness or Ignorance o. Intemperance or Incapacity, come the greatest
about where he would have been cer- country in the east, the greatest, lumtainly no worse off than he would ber field, the greatest gold mining
have been had mankind remained in center."
the helpless, machinelass "state of
Queen Has Eye for Beauty.
n;iture."
Queen Helena of Italy Is essentially
feminine and loves to see her children
Consignment of "Volunteers."
in pretty though simple attire. She
During one of the frequent revolutions in Haytl the commander of the has a special fondness for what in
government forces at port au Prince American woman would be likely to
term "cunning" effects. Her little
made a requisition on the authoillles
at Cape Haytien for men to aid in put- daughter, Princess Yolanda. has a
ting down the uprising. After a some- cart and pair of pure white Sardinian
what rough experience of two or donkeys, the whole turnout being pretthree days the authorities got together ty as a picture. Wearing an Immense
the required number of men and load- stinbonnet, the princess, though less
than three years old. drives her little
ed them on board ship. Then the folcarriage very well, though carefully
lowing message was sent: "Commander Government Forces, Port au Prince watched by a groom, who walks alongSir: I send you per steamer Sagi- side. Yolanda always wants him to
naw today 100 vplunteers. Please re- go away, and when her entreaties fall
turn the ropes with which they are she tries to whip up her steeds. Her
blows are no more than caresses, of
tied. Commander at Port Haytien."
course.
Why Italians Stay in Cities.
State Highway Commissioner.
One Impelling reason for the settlePaul D. Sargent has been appointed
ment of Italians and other immigrants
from Europe in New York and other highway commissioner for the state of
large cities of the east is that when Maine by Gov. Cobb. Mr. Sargent is
they reach this country they are com- a civil engineer and Is to receive
a year, with $1,000 for an assistpelled to find work at once, and the
dally wage offered being so much In ant or clerk hire and not exceeding
excess of anything they have known $1,500 for expenses. His duty will he
they settle easily In the rut, adding to to inculcate correct prlnclpes of
throughout the state, and he
the congestion. If given an opportunity to reach other parts of the can be consulted by county and city
country, and especially If given the and town authorities as much as they
opportunity to own land they would wish. Commissioner Sargent, aided
gladly seek fields more promising and by the county commissioners, must
better for the country as well as for hold each year one good roads meet,
ing in every county of the state.
themselves. Atlanta Const It ut ion.
bodies you need only inquire into the
kind and number and efficiency of Its

wheat-producin-

$2.-50- 0

Consul Gowdy Coming Home.
Word comes from Paris that John
K. Oowdy. Amerlcaa consul general al

the French capital, Is happy In the
thought of returning to his Indiana
like
are
Friends
umbrellas easily home next fall. Mr. Gowdy Is showopen
up.
lost, hard to
and generally ing signs of age, hut he continues very
missing on a rainy day.
active and enthusiastic in the affairs
He has mastered conof his office.
To discuss is often to cuss.
siderable of the French language during his years In Paris and he speaks
Women may have no sense of hu- It fairly well. He will return home
mor, but they generally have enough In October next. He will be relieved
to laugh at a rich man's jokel.
on Sept. 30 and will start for home a
few days later. Chicago Chronicle.

Jail for "Auto" Speeders.
"Big Bill" Devery, formerly chief
of police of New York, thus delivers

himself regarding auto speeders:
"Them people that's got enough dough
to own autos don't care no more for a
fine than they do for a spot of gasoline on their pants. This thing of
flnln' men that have fun makln' people do kangaroo jumps on street crossings is a comedy. For them, jail. If
these swift boys was to stack up
against that grub on the Island for a
few dayB they'd put drags on their
machines In the city streets."
steady patron
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JUDGE'S WIFE

A

Vff

Quickly Cured
Course of

by a
Pe-ru-n-

SIDE

Short

a.

e. McAllister,
Mns. minnie
of Judge McAllister, writes

from 1217 West 33rd street, Minneapolis, Minn., as follows:
' ' suffered lor years with a pain In

Mrs. Carrie King, Darlington, Mo.,

writes:
"I have suffered for years with
biliousness, and kidney and liver
trouble.
If I caught a little cold, the pains
were Increased and backache and
headache were ol frequent occurrence.
"However, Peruna cured me twelve
bottles made me a healthy woman."

the small of my back and right side, it
Interfered often with my domestic and
social duties and I never supposed that
I would be cured, as the doctor's medicine did not seem to help me any.
"Fortunately a member of our Order
advlsen me to try Peruna and gave it
such high praise that I decided to try
it. Although I started in with little
faith. I felt so much better in a week
that 1 felt encouraged.
"I took it faithfully for seven weeks
and am happy indeed to be able to say
that I am entirely cured.
Words fall to express my gratitude.
Perfect health once more la the hesi
thing I could wish for, and thanks to
Peruna, I enjoy that now. "
Pain in the back, or on the right side.
How often a physician hears tUft
complaint!
Over and over we hear women say:
"I have a paid in the small of my back.
I have a pain in my right side, just below the ribs."
These symptoms indicate pelvic or
abdominal oatarrh.
They indicate that the bowels are not
acting properly that the liver is out
of order that the pelvic organs are
congested.
Pelvic catarrh that is the name for it.
Peruna cures pelvic catarrh, when
all of these symptoms disappear.
The catarrh may be all in the abdominal organs, when it would be properly
called abdominal catarrh.
At any rate, it is one of those cases of
internal catarrh which can be reached
only by a course of treatment with
I'eruna.
We have on file thousands of testimonials similar to the above. It is impossible here to give our readers more
than one or two specimens of the number of grateful and commendatory letters Dr. Ilartman is constantly receiving in behalf of his famous catarrh
remedy, Peruna.

The Secret of Good Coffee
Even the beat housekeepers cannot make a good cup of
coffee without good material. Dirty, adulterated and queerlj
blended coffee such as unscrupulous dealers shovel over their
counters won't do. But take the pure, clean, natural flavored

COFFEE,

coffees
the leader
LION
the coffee that for over a quarter of a century has been daily
welcomed in millions of homes and you will make a drink fit
for a king in this way :
of all package

COFFEE.
HOW TO MAKE GOOD
best coffee.
you most use

the
Use LION COFFER, became to gel best remits
(Irind your LION CoFFEB rather fine. DM "a tablespoonfnl to each cap, and one
a thick paste, and
extra tor the pot." First mix it with a little cold water, enough to make
add white of an egg (If egg la to be used as a settler), then follow one of the following rnlea :
It Iroll
water,
and
boiling
Add
WATER.
BOILING
WITH
let. MINUTES ONLY. Add a Utile cold water and aet lei
aside live

thrff.
Serve promptly,
enlnutes to aettle.
2d. WITH COLD WATER. Add your eold water to the paste and
bring It to a boll. Then aet aside, add a little cold water, and in live
minutes If a ready to serve
boll It too loner.
3 1(Don't
Don't let It stand more than ten minutes before serving.
DONT'S (.Don't use water that has been boiled before.
TWO WAYS TO SETTLE COFFEE.

1st. With Ems. Fee part of ths white of an egg, mixing it with the ground LION
COFFEE before boiling.
M. Willi Cold Waler instead of eggs. After boiling adds dash of cold water, and set
aside for eight or ten minutes, then serve through a strainer.

LION COFFEE,
Insist on getting a package of genuine
will only use
and you
prepare it according to this recipe
(Bold only in 1 lb. sealed packages.)
LION COFFEE in future.
on every paekage. )
(
Lion-bea-

(Save these

d

for valuable premiums.)

Lion-hea-

SOLD BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE

WOOLSON SPICE CO., Toledo, Ohio.

DOUGLAS

W. L.
MADE.

$3.12 & $3.22 SHOES

FOR

MEN.

sellers In the
W. I.. IPi.iiglus SU.KO shoes lire the greutest
Sl3'le, itsy lilting mid supe.
because t,r their excellent
worldweiirlitg
'I'liey lire Just hs iiotid us those Unit
uimlilles.
rlor
Coat from (.VOU to 1.00. The only illBereiiee la the price.
shoes cost more to miike, hold their
W. 1. iFiiuglua aM.r.O
value hail liny
shape heller, ivcuronInmrr, and sreof irenlir
W. I.. Douiclue
SO shoe
sisrki'l
the
other
the
by slumping . his uuine sad price onW.I,.
inures their yuliic
Take noowniibslllnte.
Look I...
bottom ofenrh shoe.
retail stores In
shoes are sold through his
DoualiiiM.SOcities,
everywhere.
Nnmnt.
deulers
nil
n
shoe
by
principal
the
ter where you llve.W.L.. lloualus shoes ure within your reuch.
BETTER THAN OTHER HAKES AT AX' PRICE.
For thr ioMt thrrt ytari I hart vara W.L hmatait&M hot and found it not
only ai
hut httttr than anvthot that I rrrr htvl.rtaardlen of pnet."
n't.
I'haM. I r'arrrll. Aut. Caihitr The Capital National Bank, tndianupoltt,
Boys wear W. L. Douglas $2.50 and $2.00 shoes became they fit
better, bold their shape, and wear longer than other makes.

ar.

'.

$4.00

SHOES CANNOT BE EQUALLED AT ANY PRICE.
Corona
H'. L. DquqUia usft Corona Colttkin in hitJSM nhoet.
patent teathrr produced.
Volt ti contdred to be the ri
S
KYKL
A H'V O I
mall onW bMHWM m tli worlfl.
the UrtfMt thoe
W. - Douglaa
,
No trouble lo net a lit tiy mail. a.-- extra JMMfl .M.very. If you dm re
W.L.DOUGLAS
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F
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write
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'afahQue
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Spring

Styln.

W.L. DOUGLAS. BROCKTON, MASSACHUSETTS
A CLEAR, HEALTHY SKIN
Bandliolm'a Eczema
and Skin Remedy

MOST PROFITABLE
FARM INVESTMENT.

Purifies, Than Heals

Mint.

The American consul at Aden In a
Some People Pick Them Out So as recent report to the Department of
Commerce nnd Labor says that King
to Avoid Them.
Before trying to match the pampie iMenellk Is to have his own mint,
which will be In full operation In a
of silk the clerk asked:
short time, turning out Abyssinian
"Is this a piece of Romethlng you coinage of all sorts In a steady
want, or something you don't want?" stream. The outfit for the mint has
"Something I want, of course." re- been transported thither, and It
plied the customer with asperity weighed nearly 500 tons, showing that
"You don't suppose, do you. that I the institution Is to be taken quite
Hitherto King Menelik has
would go to all this trouble for a seriously.
had a limited silver coinage, the mint
thing I can't use?"
"Some folks do," said the clerk. Ing being done In France. For quite a
long time the King has been hoarding
"I've met a number of them. The up
bullion. As a token of Abyssinian
first woman I ever saw with that kind enterprise the
new mint will surpass
of a bee In her bonnet had a square anything in the history of
the
Inch of hlue silk that she wanted me
to match. The scrap of silk was so
small that It was hard to make comMemorial Hotel.
parisons, but after hauling down half
To perpetuate his memory in the
the blue bolts on the shelves and minds
and hearts of the people of the
running to the door several times to city which
has been his iiomc for half
test the color In broad daylight, I a century, (ieorge A. Grund
of Kansas
found the exact shade.
City, Kansas, has given his entire for"'How many yards do you want, tune of more than $100,000 for the
erection of a hotel which Is to be the
madam?" I asked.
" 'Oh,' said
the woman. 'I don't property of the city. The only condiwant any. Almost any other piece tions are that the hotel shad alwayH
his name and that a life size porwill do.
That particular shade Is bear
trait of himself shall be placed In the
very unbecoming.
to
Just wanted
foyer. Work will uegln at once.
make sure that I don't get it, that's
all.' "
A Tale of Suffering.
The customer laughed. "What did
Oakley.
Mich., May 8th. (Special)
you say?" she asked.
"I could not sleep or rest in any
"I'd rather not tell," said the clerk.
"Anyhow, since then I have been cau- place," says Florence Capen of this
place In a recent Interview, "I had a
tious. Before matching a sample now
pain In my back and hips. If I sat
I inquire as politely as possible Into
I
could not get up out of my
a customer's intentions. If it's a case town
chair. I was in pain all the time. I
of 'Don't want' I don't hurt myself got poor
for I did not eat enough to
matching the shade."
keep a small child. I could not rest
1

RACE WAS NOT OVER.
Sam Had No Idea of Settling Down
Permanently With Ghost.
A well known local character Is
Sam Wellington,
a colored man.
known br the "duke." The duke Is a
fine cook, and often accompanies

camping parties.
Iast fall a party of young mon
Sam was with decided to scare him
with an apparition. Leaving the tent
in his charge one night, on a pretense of going to the village, one of
the party quietly returned enveloped
from head to foot in a sheet with face

well covered with flour. He took his
Ftand in the doorway. Suddenly Sam
looked up, and, emitting one horrlb!
yell, dove through the rear of the
tent and went down the road at a terrific pace. The ghost pursued.
After about a mile of running th"
duke was ready to drop, and sat down
on a log, perspiring freely. The phost
came up and sat down on the same
log. puffing and blowing.
Absolute quiet reigned for n minute,
and then the ghost remarked in a dignified voice:
"We went some, didn't

we?"

Sam, whose teeth were chattel ing
like castanets, replied: "Yes, we did
go some, an' you jess wait till Ah
gets mah breff an' we'll go some
more." Boston Herald.
Cupid Defeated.
bachelor, with finite n
pile of rocks.
Dropped In one day. beside the way, and
bought a pair of socks.
Arrived at homo romantic joy! he won- A

d'rlngly drew out
A note deep bidden in the host? from
some fair hand, no doubt!
"I'm 20 years of aite." It read, "and
called a country belle.
With you I'd like to correspond If vou
you will never tell.
My object matrimony Is, and yours, I
hope, the same;
If you'll address me. "I'll respond '' And
then she wrote her name.
On Are with hope, the bachelor that very
evening- wrote.
And folded his epistle with
kiss inside
the note.
cTly Cupid had him in his nvsh
no verv
clever catch.
For. nfter all. quite foolish is a
bach.

UNION

An Abyssinian

IDEAS IN MATCHING SHADES.

Hut, oh. how sheepish did be feel, when
from the fair unknown
This answer came, to quench iho flame:
"An old maid I have arrown!
Alas! 'twas forty years ago I plnnned
thai fond surprise.
Defeated by a heartless
wretch who
wouldn't advertise!"

Printer's

A $40,000

Ink.

Reception.

One of the costliest entertainments
qf the winter was given the other

night

In

a Fifth avenue restaurant,

which placed its largest room at the
disposal of the guests. The man In
whose especial honor the affair took
place comes from Austria, and tic
plan of decorations was to reproduce
a country scene In his own country.
Hills covered with real foliage left the
center of the room a valley In wMcn
the host received. Seats were placed
on the knolls and lambs grazed there
when they did not stroll curiously
among the guests. A complete Illusion
of a country scene wits reproduced,
with great labor on the part of the
caterer's artists and an expenditure,
says the New York Sun. of about $40,000 by the host.

Dights.
"Then I sent for a box of Dodd's
Kidney Pills
to taking
and went
them and what do you think, that very
night I went to bed and I slept till
I got up and thanked God
morning.
for the night's rest and Dodd's Kidney Pills. I know that Dodd's Kidney Pills are all that Is claimed for

them."

This is only one of the numerous

experiences that show the way to
build up run down people is to cure

the kidneys. Thousands of people !n
every state bear witness to the fact
that Dodd's Kidney Pills never fail to
cure the kidneys.
(angrily)
Johnny,
times have I told you to stop
that noise? Johnny (after a pause)
Mamma

how-man-

Seven, mamma.

Every housekeeper should know
that If they will buy Defiance Cold
Water Starch for laundry use they
will save not only time, because It
never sticks to the iron, but because
each package contains 16 oz. one full
pound while all other Cold Water
pound packStarches are put up in
ages, and the price is the same, 10
cents.

Then again because

Starch

Defiance

Is free from all Injurious chemIf your grocer tries to sell you

icals.
a
package it is because he has
a stock on hand which he wishes to
dispose of before he puts In Defiance.
He knows that Defiance Starch has
printed on every package In large letters and figures "16 ozs." Demand Defiance and save much time and money
and the annoyance of the Iron sticking. Defiance never sticks.
12-o-

"Would you call Miss Peppers handsome?" "To her face, yes."
Reduce a Rate.
In Washington,
that
under the Townsend rate bill, If a
rate is fixed by the Commission It
cennot be lowered by a railroad.
Should an emergency arise calling for
a decreased rate, the railroads or
shippers would have to appeal again
to the Commission, there being no
latitude allowed, whatever the cirHitherto a maximum
cumstances.
rato has been the rule, but no such
concession Is made under the proposed legislation.
Cannot

It is slated

New York's Water Supply.
That the population of New York
City will have reached li, 700,000 twenty
years hence, and I hat tho city will be
driven to draw a water supply from
Lake Erie, or the Adirondack region,
is the opinion of the joint committee
on city affairs and forests of the
Board of Trade and TransportaNew-Yor-

tion, which has been invest igat ing and
made its report to the full board.
The committee found that In 192"i
the water power of the Catskill region
will be entirely exhausted If the population of this city continues to in-

crease at the present rate.

Japanese Officers in Camp.
During the winter just passed, Japan's generals along the Shakiie spent
their time variously, "(leneral NodlU,"
according to Jupanese newspapers,
"studied typewriting. General Kurokl
kept barn-yarfowls. During the
engagement General Kodumu
scarcely slepi at all for a whole week
but did not seem one whit the worse
for his experience.'' General Oyama
was reported as being "the same roHei-kaut-
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A wicked bachelor cynic flays that
t hi i teen may be an unlucky
number,
machine and
but one newln
will do the work of
dozen women.

of

a s g o w,

Ky, says: "I
was suffering
from a complication
of
kidney trou' 'e
fejllj
Tea puts youth in tired
1
a
bles. Besides
n bad back,
old bones, and turns wrinkles
had a great
trouto laughter.
deal of
ble with the
secre 1 o n s,
8nme pnetry is no Hums Hint it trips
which were exceedingly variable, some- over Its own feet.
times excessive and at other times
scanty. The color was high, and passSAVED MY
ages were accompanied with a scalding sensation. Doan's Kidney Pilli
MEDICINE
soon regulated the kidney secretions, PRAISE FOR A FAMOUS
making their color normal and banished the Inflammation which caused Mrs. Willadsen Tells How She Tried Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Just
the scalding sensation. I can rest
well, my back is strong and sound and
in Time.
I feel much better In every way."
Mrs. T. C. Willadsen, of Manning,
For sale by all dealers, price 50
Iowa, writes to Mrs. l'inkham:
cents per box. FOSTERMILBURN
Boar Mrs. i'inkham :
CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
" I can truly say that you have saved my
lifo, and I cannot express iuv gratitude to
Many a man acta foollnh who Inn't a 70U
in words.
profeRHlonal actor.

TEA

1

1

"IT

LIFE"

TEA
"How can an everyday
drink be so bad?"
"Oh, they're used to it!"
The St. Ixuils woman whose husband wants a divorce because she refuses to talk to him ought to have no
trouble In finding another husband.
Insist on Getting It.
Some grocers say they don't keep
iVedance Starch. This Is because the
have a stock on hand of other brands
containing only 12 oz in a package,
which they won't be able to sell first,
because Defiance contains 16 oz. for
the same money.
Do you want 16 oz. Instead of 12 oz.
for same money? Then buy Defiance
Starch. Requires no cooking.
It Is a woman's fomlness for chungr-tha-t
prevents many a husband from
having liny in his pocket.
Piso s Cure In the best medicine we ever used
fur all ittTcctioiiK of the tlrcut unil limits. WM.
t). Kndslet, Van bursa, lnil.. Feb. 10, 1WK).
Kven the man who has little may be
satlsHed with his lot.

Important to Mothers.

" Before I wrote to you, telling you how I
felt, I had doctored for over two years steady
and spent lots of money on medicines besides,
but it all failed to help mo. My monthly periods had ceased and I suffered much pain,
with fainting spells, headache, backache and
bearing-dow- n
pains, and 1 was so weak I
As c last resort
could hardly keep around.
I deeidisi to write you and trv Lydia K. 'ink
ham's Vegetable Compound and I am so
thankful that I did, for after following your
Instructions, which you sent me free of all
charge, my monthly periods started ; I am
regular and in jierfi-'- t health. Had it notr
been for you I would tie in mv grave
" I sincerely truRt that this letter may lead
every suffering woman in the country to
write you for help as I did."
Wlu n women are troubled with Irregular or painful menstruation, weak-

ness, leucorrhoia, displacement or ulceration of the womb, that bearing'-dowfeelinif, inflammation of the ovaries, backache, flatulence, general debility,
indigestion and nervous prostraBcarn the
tion, they should remember there ia
tSliUHturu
one tried and true remedy
Lydia E,
In Uee For Over 30 Years.
Pink ham's Veifct able Compound at once
removes such troubles.
Tuc Kind You U&ve Always ikugbt.
No other female medicine in the world
has received si h widespread and unworry is the result of yesqualified endorsement. Kefuse all subterday's nsvlMt.
stitutes.
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women
Tou never honr any tne complain
about "Defiance Starch." There Is none to write her for advice. She hasguided
to equal It in quality and quantity, 16 thousands to health. Addrese, Lynn,
ounces. 10 cents. Try It now and save Mass.
your
Examine careMlly every bottle of CA8TOWA,
a safe and sure rimcdy for infanta and children.
and see that It

n

To-d-

money.

The ehronlo borrower is a match
anyone who has money to hum.

fi

Mm. M'lDllow's NootMnjr Syrnp.

teethtriK. soften themimh
ntunumiiuu, allays pain, curt:s wind cullc.

The f o w s wli o a re
seUloin t host- who COM

rennet? tB
c a bollla.

all wind
to blows.

a

fi

TEA
We serve nice tea at our
house; we have learned how
extremely nice it is.
Your irrorcr returnx your iituuey If you don't like
k lire!.

SeullllUK

When ii comes to keeping appointments rou win invariably find 'lie tun

ISU

nlt)

lr WATERPROOF
CLOTHING
UlLtP
RECEIVED THE
HIGHEST POSSIBLE

AWARD

AT THE ST. LOUIS WORLD'S PAIR.

Send vis the names of dealers ir
your town who do not .sell our
goods, and we will send yovj o.
collection of pictures, in colors, of
famous towers of the world, m
isj&d
a. BOSTON.
J. tower co.
established
NfcW YORK.
CHICAOO.
O

WOMAN NEEDS

For the relief and cure of the many delicate, intricate and obstinate ailments
peculiar to her sex, a remedy carefully
devised and adapted to her delicate
organization by an experienced and
Kucli a remedy is
skilled physician.
Dr. l'ierce s Favorite Prescription.
The treatment of many thousands of
those chronic weaknesses and distressing ailment peculiar Ui females, at the
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute,
Buffalo, N. Y., has afforded a vaat experience in nicely adapting and thoroughly testing remedies for tiie cure of
woman's peculiar maladies.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription is
the outgrowth, or result, of this great
Bud valuable experience.
Thousands
of testimonials received from patients
and from physicians who have tested it
in the more aggravated and obstinate
cases which had baffled their skill,
prove it to be a superior remedy for the
relief and cure of suffering women. It
is not recommended as a "cure-all,- "
but as a most perfect specific for woman's peculiar ailments.
As a powerful invigorating tonic, it
imparts strength to the whole system
and to the womb and its appendages in
" worn-out,- "
particular. For
debilitated teachers, milliners,
"shopdressmakers,
seamstresses,
girls,"
nursing mothers, and feeble women generally, " Favorite Prescription" is Uie greatest
earthly boon, being unequaled as an
vppetizing cordial and restorative tonic.
As a soothing
and strengthening
nervine, "Favorite Prescription" is
u.iequaled and is invaluable in allaying
and subduing nervous excitability, irritability, nervous exhaustion, nervous
prostration, neuralgia, hysteria, spasms,
chorea, or St. Vitus 's dance, and oUier
distressing, nervous symptoms commonly attendant upon functional and
organic disease of the womb.
It induces .refreshing sleep and relieves
mental anxiety and despondency.

A Family Trust.
The other day, while a
ljwell miss was having her hair
This is what the Cream Separator has combed, she said: "Mamma,
what bust, merry-hearteyears
proved to be. Twenty
of experi
gentleman as
ence upon the part of mikes my hair crack so?"
ever."
Her mother explained that tiis
hundreds of thounanda
crackling was caused by the elect i icof users in every counDr. Ukvld Kennffflv'M Farorlte Remedy Is
i. both mi.-try of the world bear ily in her hair, vhereupon the young sviu.i.
ul all a.'i- - Curm Kliliiey Mild
Howard E. Burton,
SK31W
Llvor
i. auit purine the hi
n till uruw irUl.
witness to the fact. lady assumed an attitude of deep
sold, silver. leud, tl;
No one disputes it.
(Old. sliver, 75c; (old. 50c; line or copper
thought.
envelopes
and
II. Cyanide tests. Mulling
may ku- eed even
The
There never was a
lull nrh'e list sent on uillt'utl'n t'onirol
Presently, when everybody had for- when hecounterfeiter
doesn't imtke k""Iand umpire work solicited. leurivllle, Colo.
better time to make
Incident,
Reference Carbonate National Hank.
titshe
gotten
caused
a
the
this
farm
-investment than the ter among tho whole family by exOoieman, Pataal
Watson
laTrilTO
present.
h
is
claiming, "Mamma, ain't it funny!
Butter
t..i uey.vt ashlnghiu, DC, Advice
-"
W tree. Terms low. Highest ref orecedentedlv
in price. It is moat
ve got electricity in my hair and
a usiralile that none be left no to waste.
What is the tea mood?
got gas in his stomach!''
grandpa's
JOHN W.HOBRIR,
and that the quality be such as to Boston Herald.
Waaliliiglou, as. . command top prices.
Is there a tea mood ?
Prosecutes Claims.
p8uopeafully
If you have cream to separate you
LePHncnDal
larolner U 8 Pension Bureau.
Including
Necessarily
You.
Not
1 s is in uliUwal. 13 aajudicalluii claims, attv slues.
A contemplative mood.
cannot afford to delay this investment a
When t'.vo girls spend the night tosingle day. If you haven't the ready
vou
the
day
next
that
cash the machins will earn its cost while gether and tell
Would a little hurt ?
they didn't talk about anything in paryou are paying for it.
Wrlki
for our Knosrlnlss Book. A.
tillllug ft
ticular, you may be sure that they
... Ban
jivgi.uit
The De Laval Separator Co. talksd
everything
generaL
in
about
.MW6HI5CI6AR always reliable
landolph A Canal Sts.
74 Cortland! Strati
Your Jobber or direct from Kacto.y. feorla. 111.
Somervllle Journal.
The nltlee neldnni seeks Ibe man. but
CHICAGO
NEW YOh..
the situation frequently seeks the eook
An Inquiry.
Oblcagoan
It's grossly exaggerated
W. N. V. DENVER.
NO. 191905. There hasn't been a man sandbagged
wpiif ill tiiE fails
Hyrup. Tae t;ootl. Uaa
in Chicago in two months.
Bold f drugglnU.
Wi
Color more ootids brighter and raster colors than ant other
Friend You don't say! How do atk
When Answering Advert. :cme-it- e
dealer or wa will send pott paid at 10c a package. Writ
Kindly Mention This Paper.
they knock 'em out now?
Positively cured Kczema. IMmplei,
liltea aud alldla-o- f
Krumtui.H, in-the eklu. An abaotute cure
for Dandruff or bcalp dlt"ien.
Ak Drugg1.u or Barber or teud fur KtK
BAMPLE and BOOKLET. Write to day.
Dept. 6, 8AMDH0LM DRUG CO., Dee Moinei, la.

More Flexible and Lasting,
won't shake out or blow out, by uslna;
Defiance Htarrh you obtain better
than poMjb.e with any other
tirana ana one third more for

HAPPY WOMEN.

over-worke-

house-keeper-

A prospective
mother cannot begin
too early to look after her own health
and physical condition.
This is sure
to be reflected in the baby. Any weakness or nervous depression, or lack of
vigor on the mother' part should be
overcome early during tin- expectant
time by the use of Dr. Pierce's Favorite
rre8cnption, which promotes the perfect health and strength of the organism specially concerned in motherhood.
D makes the coming of baby abso-- j
lutely safe and comparatively free Iron
jpain; renders the mother strong and
cheerful, und transmit healthy cousti- tutional vigor to the child.
-

DM R. V. I'iKRCK. Huffalo. N. Y. :
elg-h- l
years airu. after the
Dear Sir
birthn of uur first halo. 1 was left in a weak,
eundltlon unit It seemed my nerves

6u

were badly unstrung. IMd not suffer much
pain, but ts'lleve I tmlTereil everything' that
anyone could suffer with nervousness.
Life
was a misery lo me. I ilociortMl with a aood
t.
Hoveral years hut obtained no
physli-iaThen I t.sjk allnosl ull kinds of patent
uiodlcines and uluiosi all the old "Hash"
that came around. 1 tfol no relief, but grew
worse all the lime. Mnally ehaneerl to get
hold of one of ycur pamphlets and thought
would wrlui to you. J was In fear that you
would write that then could be no cure, but,
groat was my Joy, when 1 received your
k one botanswer that viuJ Iw runl. 1
tle of Ir Pierce a Favorite Prescription, two
of "Golden Medical Ulsoovery" and four vials
of Dr. Pierce's Pleasant 1'elleu. 1 am never
without these little "Pellets" in the horse.
1 am also cured
of those terrible headach
I would advise, all autferen Ui go lo
i
of Buffalo, N. V., for relief. I don't
1
do not
think they will be disappointed.
know how to thank you enough for all tho
goou your uieuieine lias uone lor me.

j.

Mr.

63t)

T. E.

Hububu

Windsor Avenue. Eluilra,

N

T.

All women should

read Dr. Pierce's
thousand-pag- e
illustrated book, "The
People's Common Sense Medical Adviser." It contains more clear and
comprehensive advice on medical subjects than any other book ever published. A paper-boun- d
copy sent free
one-cefor twenty-on- e
stamps to pay
d
the cost of iii.otii only. Or
for thirty-on- e
stamp.
cloth-boun-

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

are. One 10c package colon nlk wool and cotton gustli well and it airantesd lo givs asrlect rriu'ls.
lot tree booklet--Hoi- s
to Die. Bleach and Mil Colors. MO.KUOK
V kTL'O., ('NHtihe, Missouri

lH
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Pc.ami Mrs. T. Jf. Martin tf
J. W. Plflfh arr
Taos, are this week attending th from Pueblo toilav.

Vol. V.

Shrinen meeting at AHunpien.

J. YOUNG

B.

m

Jacip Allen a mining
ad Waiting tlmir many friends of
fTlpp e Ci'e k is in camp looking
tbo Duke city.
li.k investments.
Jack Conlcv, the mtirderer all
Charles l'mcly and young Reel-"- !
Carrol R. I) wire, son of J. W.
ding, was last week taken from Dwire of Taos, was one of the
the Taos county jail and placed untduates at the New. Mexico
jn the IKn,tentiarv a, gauta pj Military InstiUHoat Roswell this
for safe keeping.
year.
mini-fro-

7hurdaj at hti

JfectUiwi Btmg

Jttotr,.

Tarni Country .Vw Mexi'O.

C 8TEVKN8.

VBKMONT

Sflt.nd

M

Seeoml-Claa-

.

Matter

.

the

River, New Mexico, Pt9ffice.

rrRHmiPTHN

RATRH OF

Weekly, per year
Weekly, aix montlis

1.50

,.

months....

Weekly, three

fr'ghttni; expedition

to Trinidad,
.75 Pile kfiiUeuieu
expect, to return
'hfifHt, i.f next wai'k but Mis
lelauii will viait two or three wt-ritli her mother and other friends
m rriuidad
it

-

Wfi

DISTRICT - ATTORNEY.
SANTA FE. N. M

all wish them success..

THESMORENO VALLEY

Notary Public.
RKI)

FREIGHT LiNE
Iftapager.

H. H. HANK1NS,

Will Trtke Yoi

(jlct-rB-

o

li.1V El!

the Gold Camps of

NOTARY PUBLIC.
RKI) RIVER jN.M.

DR. CLARENCE R. BASS

Stations at Springer, Cimarron, Ute Creek,

Physician

Baldy and Elizabethtovvn.

and

EDWfK B. SEWARD
A'TTobxicy

1

Advice

Council

Surgeon,
Kl.IZ.AItEt HTOWN, NEW MEX

at Law,

in

POST

Miniuo

OFi-ii- .

H

STORE.

J.

Matter a Specialty.

LUSK,

B.

LAWYER.

at--rn-
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R'-ve-

's,

ao

.

office,

rnosrFCTOR

Red River and
La Belle New Mex.

store.

ves-tfda-
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NKW MEI,

FREMONT C STEVENS.

Western Colfax County

.

Elevens'

B. J. YOUNG,

STAGE and

4T

e

E. C. ABBOTT,

their friends in Red, River but

-

Jesse You no; who has been atJ. L. Billow, Howe Putnam
the New Mexico Military
tending
inke a business
mail Hnriy jVirk
at Roswcll. tile past
ip to Quel in, Monday.
eieh' months returned home
John and Murl Young
and Frnufc M
Charles
w ho
wti to meet him at TriniUairessare Moikiog h, tho Ajux
dad
and
visit friends of that place
raine on Bahiy mountain,
returned with liinfc
William McK an, the Taos
an'1 sen niir Inrje stock of
is in caiup mi professional
tnekli-- , (he bK' that can be
fishing
Tlnsine-s- .
Igot in the
t
n
new
invoice
rf
Kings
Dr.
cnh
Jamps P 'i lfev nnd his dUL'h"r,
syrup ind o'.hpr potent mediciues.
Wma Ld'i". h w moved in'o" the
JTbouss house in the lower part of
Attend Salilwth bi hool and
one of the lihrry bookB and lend
somntlrng that, will interest yon.
Mrs. Ed. FfHttoB nod children Sunday Be hool at 2 P. W. nd
Vt ut Saturday for Trinidad, church every Sandny and WvednuB.
niifirw thev expect to uiHke their day bight,
.iittne home.
A another of citiaens consistiii?
of
R. W. Peuu, E. P. Weatobp. J.
Mr. and Mr- - CO. Plelond reM.
iJloail, H, I). Duteher, W. J
turned to Bed I!ivT. Bbndsy, from
("art
wright, John aud T. A. MbIboi.
Mr. Cleland is
glishpthtown
msde
a grent improvement in the
deling better:
t.reet across the bottom iu (he
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